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Chapter Four 
 

Return to Safety 
 

In this chapter you will learn about: 
The Goals of Intervention in Times of Crisis 

Applying the Goals to Barnabas Ministry  
Guidelines for Effective Barnabas Interventions 

  
Chapter Summary:  

 
This chapter uses crisis intervention information and psychological helping strategies to lay 
a foundation for ministering to wounded people and/or people in wounding circumstances. It 

presents crises, such as are customary and varied in the lives of church or community 
members, as opportunities for ministry. It explains understanding and procuring the bottom 

line need of spiritual, physical, and psychological safety as being absolutely essential in 
reaching persons in times of crisis and in all other wounding situations. Fifteen practical 

guidelines for helping are provided.  
 

Key Concepts:  
 

Define “crisis” as unexpected, uninvited change with no assurance of safety or  
return to normalcy.  

 
Discuss the goals of crisis intervention.  
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Return to Safety 

CHAPTER 4 
 
 

The plane crashes and there is instantaneous annihilation in New York City, Washington 
D.C. and Pennsylvania: a time of crises and absolute horror; a time for prayer; and a time 
for ministry. It was time for the church to step in and demonstrate the love and caring of the 
living God to all those in fear and devastation. There were and are emotionally wounded 
and frightened people all around us – not just on TV. But what practical steps could be 
taken? What could be done? What should we, as God’s people, have done? What should 
we be doing now? Even if we don’t feel imminent danger we are now alarmingly aware that 
we are no longer as safe as before September 11, 2001. The pictures so scathingly seared 
in our minds of the plane crashes against the Towers and the utter pandemonium in the 
streets – and the subsequent manifest and then covert anxiety across our land – may carry 
useful, residual impact in that we increasingly realize our perilous and vulnerable state. 
We’ll never forget those events. We’ll never forget that evil and its destruction is just an 
opportunity away. Crisis. 
 
However – we can individually and corporately try – in various ways - to pretend it never 
happened. Or we can try to tell ourselves it really wasn’t as bad as they say. Or we can give 
it acknowledgement but then quickly move along. There are a number of ways we can try to 
make ourselves not feel so afraid and out of control. But that day and those events are still 
seared into our minds. They will have a silent, if not hidden, impact. 
 
Fast Forward. The Dow Jones plummets yet another 700 points upon news of an officially 
declared recession and a contagion effect in U.S. and then global credit markets.  This 
proclamation comes on top of a downward roller coaster of previous market losses and an 
announcement of a $700 billion bailout of Wall Street and a take-over of Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac by the government (followed months later by a formal $787 billion stimulus 
package). The Obama administration prepares to transition into power from the Bush 
administration. The big three Detroit automakers approach Congress with hats in hands 
asking for moneys for restructuring everything to avoid collapse (with General Motors and 
Chrysler, under the restructuring oversight of the federal government, subsequently ask for 
an additional $21.6 billion in the second month of the Obama administration). Work forces 
downsizing, terminating, outsourcing. Retirement, investment portfolios in a vicious tumble.  
Business after business declaring bankruptcy.  Home foreclosures.  A nation hanging on by 
its financial fingernails to see what happens next. Is financial ruin an imminent danger? 
What’s going on? Are we safe? What practical steps could be taken? What could be done? 
What should we, as God’s people, have done? What should we be doing now? We are now 
alarmingly aware that we are no longer as safe as before. Recession? Depression? Crisis.          
 
Crises happen in various ways to nations, organizations, families and individuals. This 
chapter is offered to provide guidelines for situations exactly like these at the practical, day-
to-day, one-on-one level to all individuals wounded by these kinds of heinous events and a 
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host of other personal crises. If we can begin to understand how we respond to crises then 
we can also begin to understand how wounded individuals react to the pain of their own 
personal life crises or the fear of the next crisis hidden and undetected around the corner. 
We are called to be Barnabas ministers: people of God coming alongside the wounded 
individual and offering encouragement and hope – despite the situation or despite our own 
woundedness. 
 

Answering the Alarm 
 
The radio had warned that heavy thunderstorms were on the way to Lexington. Several 
folks had gathered to help with some touch up painting and last minute repairs before 
moving day. “Can we go get something to eat before the storm gets here?”  
 
Each of the mothers agreed to allow the children, ranging in age from ten to seventeen, to 
drive to a local fast food restaurant and pick up some burgers and drinks. “Be careful. That 
storm is coming so try to get back here before it starts to rain too hard.”  
 
The winds were beginning to pick up and it was getting darker. There weren’t enough votes 
to go to the chicken place so the car swerved into the drive-thru window at McDonalds. As 
they were readying to give their order, a glance in the rear view mirror caused the driver to 
swing her head around quickly, “Look!! Do you see that? It’s a funnel cloud across the 
street; a tornado!! Everybody outta the car - quick - into the building!!”  
 
At that point there was a different reaction by everyone in the car. My daughter, Christine, 
was the youngest present. I’ve talked to her many times since the event. She didn’t panic in 
the least largely because she didn’t fully appreciate the danger and trusted the older kids to 
take adequate care of her. There were varying degrees of reactions in the others then and 
afterwards.  
 

“If only we knew something. I can live with anything 
rather than knowing nothing.” 

 
Everyone scampered into McDonald’s joining employees and customers alike now well 
apprised of the situation. What a wonderful time to discover that McDonald’s had a 
basement. It was large enough to shelter everyone as the tornado passed by the restaurant 
on the other side of the street. A few minutes later, amidst smashed glass, overturned 
tables, and uprooted trees, it was noted that the chicken place across the street had been 
completely demolished. It was no longer there.  
 
The radio didn’t need to announce the tornado’s arrival but it affirmed the mothers’ fears. 
Fallen trees not only blocked their access to town but prevented the phone system from 
functioning properly such that they couldn’t call out. This was at a time before everyone had 
cell phones and none of the children did. There was no way to tell if the children were safe 
or needed help. There was no way to get to them no matter their predicament. Prayers for 
safety were bombarding the heavenly Father’s throne. Oh, for a safe return. Please let them 
be safe. 
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It was several weeks prior to the actual deployment of Desert Storm personnel and no one 
knew what was ahead. During those weeks I noticed an unusual amount of counseling 
involving military couples who were anticipating something but who were not sure what it 
might be. For many couples, one mate had already been placed on alert and left home. 
Many others were awaiting their possible notification of deployment. No one was exactly 
sure how our military would stand up against the Iraqi forces because our high tech 
equipment had never actually been used in such a combat situation. The media was 
hyperactive, bouncing off the wall with every conceivable speculation and some designated 
expert to speak validating the importance of the varied messages. Congress was not 
unanimous in its support. Restlessness and confused expectations ruled the day.  
 
“If only we knew something. I can live with anything rather than knowing nothing.” I heard 
these kinds of statements over and over again. “It’s the not knowing part that is killing us.”  
When operation Desert Shield began, one entire kind of apprehensive stress was relieved 
only to be replaced with another kind of similar stress. Now there was a plan. Now the 
military was activated and present allowing the previous kind of anxiety to somewhat 
dissolve which was replaced by a new level of anticipation.  
 
The media reported that it would only be a matter of days before something happened. The 
clock ticked off with foreboding regularity. Then the announcement came that operation 
Desert Storm had begun. Most of the nation watched as their televisions blatantly 
broadcasted the Iraqi sky lit up like fireworks for battle on the fourth of July eerily 
representing an explosively patriotic reminder of the price for continuing freedom. Crisis.  
 
We can’t avoid crises. They are all around us and provide uninvited drive-through service.  
The war began without any guarantee of victory. Every soldier was placed in harm’s way, 
some with greater risk than others. Although we received reports of breaking events, 
constant updates, and 24 hour coverage by CNN, there was still much that was unknown. 
Of course there was also much the media could not and should not know.  
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The entire country waited and watched. Those with loved ones in the Persian battle 
wouldn’t know how their husbands, wives, fathers, mothers, or friends were really doing. 
They wouldn’t know what might come next. They wouldn’t know what they couldn’t know. 
Prayers for safety were bombarding the heavenly Father’s throne. Oh, for a safe return. 
Please let them be safe. 

                                              

                                     The Cries of Crisis 
 
Tornado - across the street and coming. Crisis. Iraqi troops - positioning themselves for 
battle. Crisis. Katrina heading towards the Gulf Coast as a category five hurricane. Crisis. A 
follow up hurricane Rita only weeks later. Crisis. Unexpected or potential calamity -
threatening a Christian friend. Crisis.  
 
We can’t avoid crises. They are all around us and provide uninvited drive-through service. 
What defines a crisis? It is a time-limited event wherein emotional, physical, or spiritual 
equilibrium and normalcy have been upset by an event perceived or experienced as 
dangerous and/or damaging affecting and disturbing an individual’s customary way of 
coping with life demands.  
 
Crisis involves being in harm’s way with no assurance of safety; anticipation; impending 
loss. Lurking danger; flirting disaster. It further includes quick breaths; deep breaths; 
caution; questions without answers. What next? Do you know? Can you help me?  
 

              The Chinese symbol for crisis combines two       
             meanings. One indicates “danger” while  
            the other signifies “opportunity.”  Such an                                           
          understanding further illuminates the spirit of  
                             Barnabas Ministry.  
 
Crises drive us to seek help and wise counsel when we may not otherwise do so. In a way 
Barnabas ministers are like crisis counselors. We may encounter a mini-crisis of a hospital 
visit or a job complaint or we may encounter a maxi-crisis of a hurricane Hugo or a marital 
affair. Crises in Barnabas Ministry can include, but are not limited to, such stressors as 
hospitalization, marital problems, fire, earthquake, hurricane, finances, accident, health, a 
wayward child, legal threats, teen pregnancy, job, mid-life issues, death, loss, rape, abuse, 
and suicide. There is no welcomed kind of crisis and its psychological impact depends on a 
number of factors such as coping skills, support systems available, physical health, and 
environmental stress.  
 
The Chinese symbol for crisis combines two meanings. One indicates “danger” while the 
other signifies “opportunity.” Such an understanding further illuminates the spirit of 
Barnabas Ministry. This perspective realizes discouragement, concern, naivete, stuckness, 
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blindness, or misinformation concerning an unsafe possibility or situation providing an 
opportunity for ministry which allows personal and spiritual growth.  
 
In the above scenarios, as is the case in all crises, the hope of safety quickly became the 
preeminent concern. At all times of crisis safety, protection, and homeostasis become the 
primary considerations. Homeostasis simply means the return to normalcy; the regaining of 
lost equilibrium; the returning to the way things were. There’s no place like homeostasis. 
The need for safety, however, precedes and, hopefully, leads to homeostasis. Without 
safety there can be no normalcy. Without safety there can be no trust, rest, security, or 
peace. Safety, therefore, is the chief ingredient in homeostasis. In a similar way, without 
relational safety there can be no Barnabas Ministry.  
 
In one sense Barnabas ministers are on twenty-four hour alert for crisis calls. There is never 
a small crisis to the person in that crisis situation. There are two parts to every crisis 
situation: the actual crisis and the reaction to that crisis. We can’t prevent the crisis but we 
can come alongside those in crisis and help them pursue safety and normalcy. Of course 
after normalcy is restored, the parties can decide about the quality of that kind of life. But 
that kind of decision is better addressed by forthcoming chapters. For now, let’s just get the 
wounded individual(s) out of harm’s way and back to business as usual. Such is the task for 
the Barnabas minister during a crisis.  
 
The psychological damage from a crisis can originate totally from a perceived or imagined 
threat or danger. There doesn’t have to be a tornado. The week after the tornado hit in 
Lexington one individual panicked the rest of the team while out playing soccer merely from 
observing a normal cloud with a funnel-like shape. False alarm. Similarly, a suspected affair 
or lump in a breast can trigger a crisis or a full blown stress reaction. The couples who 
awaited word concerning any deployment to the Persian Gulf could become just as stressed 
as those individuals already there. Anticipating battle can actually become more stressful 
than participating in it. Just as beauty is in the eye of the beholder, the extent of a stress 
reaction is in the heart and mind of the individual. Some, like Christine, can see a tornado 
and not panic at all while some, like the soccer player, can think they see a tornado on a 
beautiful day.  
 
Much of what crisis counseling has learned can be used as a foundation for implementing 
Barnabas Ministry. It is useful to consider crisis counseling fundamentals for encouraging 
another person. There is also a method to this instruction of creating a cumulative learning 
approach that applies to a variety of settings that Barnabas ministers may face. All that 
applies to teaching about crises will apply to other situations that follow in upcoming 
chapters.  In order for the wounded person to accept help that person must feel that they 
are first of all safe from further or additional harm. 
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      The Goals of Crisis Intervention 
 
As you can probably tell our overall approach attempts to provide a well-articulated and 
definable strategy for encouragement. Soldiers don’t go to war without a battle plan. You 
won’t need to stumble blindly into a Barnabas situation. Just as the fighter pilots in the 
Persian Gulf during Desert Storm implemented clearly defined and strategically 
operationalized sorties utilizing laser guided smart bombs, we’ll use psychological and 
Biblical knowledge as weapons of spiritual and psychological warfare guided by the Holy 
Spirit with the Lord Jesus Christ as supreme commander.  
 

         Stess is real and present regardless of its depiction;  
          it doesn’t go away; and the price will be paid                      
                                sooner or later.  
 
Generally speaking, the primary goals of crisis intervention are the provisions of: 
(1) physical, spiritual, and psychological first-aid operating under the principle of safety first; 
(2) protection from further harm - or fear of same; (3) short-term stabilization; and (4) hope, 
with planned future action, for a safe return to normalcy. It should be remembered that 
when homeostasis is upset by panic there may be stunned shock, paralyzing anxiety, 
misinterpretation of data or events, or emotional numbing and over-control. Some folks may 
react as if nothing is even wrong. That’s called denial. Proceed with the Barnabas game 
plan despite the facade that “all is well, thank you.”  
 
There may be Christians who know how to successfully use the psychological defense 
mechanism of denial. As the saying goes, I’m not talking about the river in Egypt. Using 
denial means that, though the problem or stress is there, the individual uses psychological 
blinders which block or obscure its full recognition. Many of us can become quite proficient 
at finding various ways to implement denial. 
 

                                      No Harm, No Foul 
 
In street basketball there is a well understood phrase “no harm, no foul” which 
communicates a fairly rough and physical game. Regular fouls are overlooked or denied 
unless, of course, there is blood, or better, a missed shot. Christians sometimes play a 
similar game in the streets of real life. There are a number of well-meaning Christians who 
may deny or minimize the impact of the trauma or crisis upon them. It may be reasoned 
that, after all, Christians are invulnerable. It may be rationalized that to admit concern may 
indicate a lack of faith or immaturity. There are also those of us who just don’t fully 
recognize the impact of events upon us at the time but may react later when things have 
settled down a bit and others are no longer in peril. 
 
In my personal and professional experiences only a very small percent of the time can 
crises be handled with minimal to no psychologically painful effects. As a rule of thumb, 
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crises almost always involve varying levels of fear, apprehension, and/ or pain. There are 
exceptions. At the time of the tornado, Christine really was too young to fully recognize  
her plight and trusted the older kids to take good care of her. Similarly there are naive or 
misinformed Christians. There will always be consequences for a crisis even if we don’t 
realize them. Christine didn’t recognize her plight but she remained, nonetheless, in very 
real danger.  
 
Or we may spiritualize our dilemma. “Oh, God has a plan and this trial is a part of His plan. 
Isn’t it wonderful?” Who is that person fooling? That statement is certainly true but for an 
individual to not experience an accompanying emotional reaction is highly unlikely. A more 
appropriate recognition of God’s role in such a situation would include recognition of 
whatever pain is there and a contrite or humbled heart with gratitude for any and all help 
and acts of kindness. Spiritualization occurs when we tag on some biblical or theological 
rationalization to help us feel safe or in control of an event we fear or can’t otherwise justify 
whether or not that explanation is correct or truthful. We must recognize that the most solid 
of believers can experience real pain and distress even while following God completely. 
After all Christ, Himself, sweat great drops of blood in the Garden of Gethsemane and 
asked the Father to remove the pain he faced. Thank God that Jesus submitted to God’s 
higher will but He certainly reacted to the pain present. 
 

        The Normal, Human Reaction 
 
It is helpful to understand how God designed us to react to stress and crises. People react 
psychologically to stress or crisis in a fairly predictable manner. It has been called the “fight, 
flight, or fright syndrome.” Understanding this syndrome helps us realize why people react 
as they do to stress or crises. It is my belief that this response began immediately at the fall 
when God’s sovereign protection and the absolute safety that Adam and Eve experienced 
was lost. From that point on distance, deterioration and death entered the world. Our bodies 
began to call upon inner resources that would wear upon us in a variety of ways leading to 
eventual death.  
 
Imagine yourself sitting comfortably in your home reading an enjoyable book when, all of a 
sudden, you hear gun shots sounding like they are coming from just outside your door. How 
would you react? What would you do? At that particular point a number of reactions would 
immediately start to happen referred to as the “stress response.” Your mind and body 
instantly mobilize to respond. Your response is geared to allow you to either stand and fight 
whatever is there; to run to safety; or to freeze dead in your tracks stuck between the first 
two options. In any event your mind and body respond the same way. There is a plethora of 
physiological, biochemical, and psychological reactions. These reactions occur whether or 
not we recognize them. 
 
Before you can consciously determine what was going on a host of responses is initiated by 
the executive branch of the brain called the locus ceruleus which stimulates the cortex and 
appraises the danger involved stimulating the limbic system (which contains fear 
responses) and the hypothalamus (which regulates body temperature and heart rate) 
preparing your body for action. You may not act at all - you may stay stuck - but your body 
will be prepared for fight or flight. Among other stress responses, your eyes dilate; your 
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pulse and blood pressure increase; your blood is routed primarily to the brain and central 
nervous system and to the skeletal muscles and directed away from the smooth muscles of 
the digestive track; your blood levels of glucose and circulating lipids rise drastically 
allowing quick energy; your blood clotting factors increase; adrenaline and noradrenaline 
are released into the blood stream; and your bronchae and alveoli of the lungs dilate 
allowing increased oxygen.  
 
Once the stress alarm is activated - as when you heard that gun shot - these reactions 
automatically occur regardless of how it looks to others or regardless of what you may tell 
yourself about what is transpiring. And remember that you only have to think you heard that 
gun shot. Your unconscious mind and body react regardless of the conscious mind’s 
reactions or game-playing. The stressed person may be responding at the moment that 
“nothing is occurring” - that “all is well because God is on His throne,” and that the individual 
has “the matter well under control.” Of course those theological truths about God are always 
true but missing the mark here. God is always sovereign but we still must be responsive 
and responsible to what is simultaneously occurring. Hopefully, that same person wouldn’t 
go stand near a flag pole during a lightning storm attesting that same theological truth as 
some sort of protective wishfulness or lucky charm. That kind of reaction would be 
tantamount to testing God. Jesus told Satan in the wilderness that such testing was not 
Godly. It is important to note that the person doesn’t deliberately mean to do any wrong or 
thoughtless behavior and may be reacting in such a way due to a psychological component 
of the very stress effect that goes unrecognized. 
 
If that kind of denial or suppression of feelings continues then, despite the outer attestation, 
there will be a price paid through such eventual afflictions as psychological problems, 
relational conflicts, headaches, cardiac problems, gastro-intestinal difficulties, 
neuromuscular problems, chronic pain, etc. Someone may appear calm outwardly while 
inwardly the stress response is firing off alarms in a self-protective fashion. They may say 
they are okay while their blood pressure shoots through the roof and days or even hours 
later experience cardiac arrest or a stroke.  
 
The point is: the stress is real and present regardless of its depiction; it doesn’t go away; 
and the price will be paid sooner or later. The Barnabas minister who comes alongside of 
such a stressed individual and allows them to fully process their reactions and feelings in a 
respectful manner may very well prevent a stroke, heart attack, or any of a host of other 
problems.  
 

        …the person doesn’t deliberately mean to  
       do any wrong or thoughtless behavior and may  
      be reacting in such a way due to a psychological   
            component of the very stress effect that  
                             goes unrecognized. 
 
It is estimated by the Center for Disease Control that up to 90% of doctor visits may be 
triggered by stress related processes. Research shows that high stress levels may actually 
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go beyond the above processes directly to cause damage at the cellular level which could, 
in turn, be related to acceleration of the aging process. Telomeres cap the ends of 
chromosomes and can provide an indication of aging. Research has demonstrated a 
relationship between worn out telomeres and high stress levels. When the telomeres get too 
worn down there is a cellular effect wherein cells over the entire body begin to die and a 
number of old-age related problems begin to arise. It has long been expected that too much 
stress can age a person beyond his/her time. Now we know that to be true. Science has 
shown how death naturally occurs. Just watch how much a President ages during his term 
in office. Simply stated without God and His protection we die. So in one very real spiritual 
sense, we are all wounded. 
 
We now know that a positive outlook on life and the support of caring friends can help buffer 
this stress process. The faster the help arrives, the slower, and hopefully lesser, the 
damage from the stresses. That is why implementing crisis intervention and Barnabas 
Ministry is both spiritually and medically helpful. 
 

The Game Plan Applied to 
                   Barnabas Ministry 
 
It is easy to see how these goals apply to extreme crisis situations. In order to better 
understand how they apply to Barnabas Ministry, however, it is helpful to consider a less 
dramatic, real-life situation: Ken and Joanna Wilson’s daughter, Wendy, (church friends) 
becomes ill and is hospitalized for tests. Here is an “opportunity” for ministry. 
  
Goal number one: physical, spiritual, and psychological first-aid. Our first step is to take care of 
the immediate injury and/or damage. The Barnabas minister considers: (1) immediate 
contact with the Wilsons; first a phone call, text message or e-mail to advise of concern and 
prayers, and to ask if there is anything else that can be done to help in this situation e.g., 
transportation, additional phone calls, meals, care for other family members, prayer chain, 
etc.; (2) a visit to the hospital to provide personal comfort/resources that are not intrusive; 
(3) to be available to listen to the story leading to Wendy’s situation and concerns about that 
situation as long as -and no longer than - Ken, Joanna, or Wendy want to talk about it. 
(Note that the physical first aid is being covered by the hospitalization itself.) Remember a 
stress reaction has occurred simply by the situation of Wendy’s hospitalization and the 
testing to be done. It may be affecting Ken, Joanna, and Wendy. 
 
Goal number two: protection from further harm - or fear of same. Our second step is to insure 
nothing worse is lurking that poses additional injury and/or damage. (1) Prayer (personal and 
prayer chain) for Wendy’s physical health and the Wilsons’ emotional and spiritual state; (2) 
work to assure that all other contingencies are under control (as much as possible) and that 
the Wilsons are free to totally focus on Wendy’s current situation alone. In practical terms 
this goal may require caring for Wendy’s younger brother and sister for several days while 
Wendy is in the hospital. Or carrying Wendy’s grandma to her weekly physical therapy 
appointment. Or obtaining Wendy’s class and homework assignments. Or cleaning the 
house for the Wilsons while they are preoccupied. Or covering for Ken or Joanna at a 
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function or for a duty of which they cannot participate during the crisis of Wendy’s hospital 
stay, etc. The list goes as far as your experiences and creativity will allow.  
 

When she feels heard then she can ready herself for 
accurate feedback. 

 
This second goal also addresses the fear or perception of further harm. Remember that 
such a fear doesn’t necessarily have to be anchored in fact. A variation is a partial distortion 
based on some degree of truth. Wendy certainly is in the hospital. Joanna could fear that 
there was more going on than what there appears; that the tests had found something 
worse. “What if it’s cancer?! What if it’s already too late?!!”  
 
                                                        

                                               
 
 
In such a panicked reaction, the Barnabas minister would attempt to reality-test the 
response. The question would be explored to determine if the response had a factual basis. 
If it did not have an accurate justification then helpful, explanatory feedback would be the 
next order of business. To tell the soccer player that the cloud he saw was not a funnel 
cloud may initially be met with some resistance. To stay on the field and calmly observe and 
discuss other clouds, the sunny day, and other individuals seeing that cloud differently 
would encourage the soccer player to consider another explanation for what he thought he 
saw. Similarly, a discussion of Wendy’s condition with Joanna (under her panicked reaction 
of cancer), includes the presentation and observation of the facts in a composed, rational 
manner while simultaneously understanding her emotional reaction based on fear and 
distortion thereby allowing her to reassess her previous determination. Of course bringing 
Wendy’s doctor or a nurse to sit in on the discussion, and to elaborate and to provide 
reassurance would also diminish the extent of distortion.  
 
It should be noted that it is not the Barnabas minister’s goal to make the individual see 
reality. In our example, Joanna may not be ready to accept reality yet. Rather, the Barnabas 
minister’s goal is to let the person talk about fears while providing accurate information in a 
calm and reassuring way. The emphasis is on allowing Joanna to verbalize and to minimize 
her fears and distortions. It is important to re-state her fears so that she knows you are 
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hearing her. “Joanna, you’re afraid you’re going to lose her, aren’t you?” (Or a muted 
variation: “Joanna you’re afraid something really bad may happen, aren’t you?”) When she 
feels heard then she can ready herself for accurate feedback. If she doesn’t feel heard - no 
matter how outrageous the statement at the time - she may never hear what you have to 
say.  
 
You may be asking, “What if it is cancer?” Well since I’m in charge of this scenario simply 
because I am the one writing our illustration, I can assure you that it is not. But what if it 
was? The same principles would apply. You would do the very same things. With all 
respect, it wouldn’t change the way the game was played - only the stakes would be higher. 
The pressure factor would dramatically escalate but we would try to respond the same way. 
Even if the worst case scenario becomes an option the same needs and the same 
responses remain. 
 
Goal number three: short-term stabilization. Our next step is to try to make things as close to 
normal as the situation allows while showing that things are not going to keep changing. How 
well you have done numbers one and two will directly impact short-term stabilization. Your 
goal is to communicate by your actions that, except for Wendy’s current situation, 
everything else is well covered and under control. It also means communicating the idea 
that Wendy’s situation, itself, at present is also well covered and under as best control as 
can be attained for the circumstances. It is further communicating the idea that we’re all in 
this together working responsibly and lovingly as a team. “I care about you. I’m here for you. 
We can’t do much about what has already happened but the right things are being 
addressed now. Everything that we know to do is being done. The rest is in God’s hands. 
God’s people are praying for you and available to you. With God’s help, we’ll get through 
this together.” 
 
Goal number four: hope, with planned future action, for a safe return to normalcy. Lastly, we 
offer a plan that gives assurance that things will stay normal and the crisis is largely or entirely 
under control. Goal four strives to provide a confident assurance that a positive outcome will 
be attained and will continue. It involves action steps to be taken to assure the continuance 
of that good outcome. It does not mean offering false or insincere hope. If, for example, 
Wendy had been diagnosed with terminal cancer it would be unwise to offer such 
consolation as she would still recover or that God would certainly heal her or that the 
Wilsons needed more faith. We can’t offer hope in something we cannot control. We may, 
however, offer hope that Wendy is in God’s capable and loving hands and that, regardless 
of the outcome, we will continue to be available, prayerful, and supportive.  
 
In practical terms that further means preparing for follow-up care and then following through 
after Wendy’s hospital stay. It means helping the person or family prepare for return to 
everyday living and then assisting them to get there. It may require some follow-up action 
such as a phone call; checking on homework or tutorial assistance; providing a wheelchair 
or some chicken soup; or merely observing a successful transition back into  
routine living. The list goes as far as the situation warrants or your experiences and 
creativity will allow. 
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Guidelines for Effective 
                Barnabas Interventions 
 
Now that we understand what all needs to be accomplished during a crisis, we’ll need to 
use our abilities and resources (if not our creativity) to attempt to steer things along the 
most helpful way. Remember that these same principles apply to other non-crisis 
relationships. We think of a “crisis” as something that is abrupt if not caustic. But demands 
and stresses over longer periods of time can create these same kinds of emotional tolls. 
 
The following list of fifteen guidelines applies not only to crisis interventions specifically but 
generally to all Barnabas Ministry interventions. It is a long list but don’t panic. You don’t 
have to memorize it. You just want to be able to refer to it and work to see that the bases 
are covered during your Barnabas interventions. 
 
1. Recognize your limits. You may feel frustrated by what you’re not able to do: you can’t fix 
it. Your job is not to fix things but to encourage. Remember your back-up is also available, 
and that you may need support during others’ crises. You are not expected to perform as a 
professional psychologist. You are there as a brother or sister in Christ who cares for the 
person(s) involved and about the particular situation. 
  
2. Recognize you are going to blow it – or at least feel you may have blown it - more than 
once. (We all do.) You won’t be perfect and you won’t always know what to do or say next. 
Step out and attempt to intervene anyway. Trust God to work through you - and even 
through your mistakes. When you blow it, apologize and get back to the game plan. It is 
always okay to admit something like, “I really wish I knew what else to say or do to help. 
Just know that my heart and prayers are with you.” You may feel more like you have blown 
it than you actually have. Ultimately this is God’s crisis and His outreach – He is not 
confined to working through you alone!! He is able to take any of your mistakes and turn 
them into helpful things even if you can’t see it. The biggest mistake by far is simply doing 
nothing. It’s the spirit of your care – not the letter of doing things perfectly – that God honors 
- and honors God. 
 
3. Make the original contact primarily at the feeling level and then consider the factual level. 
Identify the person’s feelings and the feelings created in you. Accept that person’s right to 
feel the way he does. Try to reflect the person’s feelings by saying it in another way back to 
him/her. For example: “How could God let such a thing happen?” Your reply: “You feel 
upset and confused that our loving heavenly Father didn’t seem to prevent this from 
occurring.” Help the person express and identify feelings. Convey empathy. Do not get 
theological when the person needs an emotional response.  
 
4. Avoid lecturing or sermonizing. It is tempting to defend God in such a conversation as 
above. God doesn’t really need you to defend Him. He wants you to acknowledge that 
person’s feelings and to allow them without signaling that those feelings are wrong or sinful.  
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5. Do not give pat answers or spiritual cliches. If you can’t do that then you need more faith. 
Turn it over to God. (Just kidding. The last two statements are those very kinds of rascally 
pat answers.)  
 
6. Do not offer explanations when there aren’t any good explanations that can be heard. 
Many times a person in a crisis situation just wants permission to be mad, or upset, or 
afraid. They need to be allowed to acknowledge feelings before they will be ready to think 
appropriately. It’s okay to say something like, “I just don’t get it either – all I know is how 
much it hurts and how devastating it must be for you.” In so responding, you have avoided 
having to provide an answer that isn’t available and shown empathy and connection with 
the other person. That’s what is really needed. 
 
7. Do not hide from your own feelings or discomfort with others’ expression of feelings. 
“Please don’t cry” often means “your crying is making me uncomfortable and therefore 
needs to stop.” Remember that you are there to minister to them - not them to you. Don’t 
intellectualize or spiritualize by talking about a subject at the intellectual or spiritual level 
avoiding feelings altogether - again for your comfort, not theirs.  
  
8. Be active and respond quickly. Now is not the time to form a committee or to wait for an 
engraved invitation. The intervention should start as soon after the crisis as possible. 
Maximal effectiveness is within twenty-four hours.  
 
9. Be directive (with permission). The person involved in the crisis may be stunned and 
needs your leadership. You get the coffee for them rather than waiting to be offered 
refreshment. You may need to be the one who insists the person and/ or family member 
gets some needed nourishment, sleep or rest - a very important coping ingredient which is 
often overlooked due to the attention to the crisis.  
 
10. Show acceptance in spite of the situation. If the crisis exists because the person just 
found out her son has AIDS or because her mate just assaulted her, you are to demonstrate 
acceptance of that person’s pain while reflecting the love of Christ despite your personal 
reaction to the actual situation.  
 
11. Help the person face the crisis by encouraging him/her to talk about it in proportions 
he/she can handle. Do not overwhelm him or her with reality but avoid slipping into denial. 
Help the person sort out facts from fears. 
 
12. Express your faith in the person’s ability to manage the crisis event and convey your 
willingness and the church’s willingness to assist as necessary. Express faith that God will 
work in and beyond this crisis situation – even when He is not so readily felt or detected. 
 
13. Don’t let the person catastrophize the catastrophe. Keep the focus on the immediate 
event rather than upon potential disastrous ramifications of the crisis at hand. “We’ll need to 
sell the house to pay for treatment.” “I guess I’ll need to get a second job and give up on my 
hopes of going back to school.” The Barnabas minister focuses the distressed person on 
the current issue. “Let’s just take it one day at a time. We’re not sure what treatment really 
involves yet, and we’re not sure what other financial resources are available.” 
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14. Look for ways to mobilize resources from the individual, the church, and the community. 
Who knows what you may discover? There may be such resources as expert help or 
financial contingencies available. The Lord will raise up help.  
 
15. Provide spiritual comfort based on prayer, the truths of Scripture, the presence of God’s 
Holy Spirit, and the involvement of the Body of Christ. Barnabas ministers are like crisis 
counselors responding to a friend in a difficult or uncomfortable situation. Just being there 
with them, physically, emotionally, or spiritually, can have a tremendous impact. 
Encouragement comes from our ability to demonstrate the active, participative love of Christ 
even in the midst of a crisis. 
 
You have now learned some practical guidelines for coming alongside someone in the heat 
of a difficult or trying situation. The same principles apply to less traumatic occurrences as 
well. God wants to use you in both kinds of situations. God will help the person(s) whether 
we’re there or not, but He is offering us an opportunity to be blessed by seeing Him work in 
that person’s life and by seeing Him work through us! There is no shortage of people 
needing encouragement. And He’ll bless you and your efforts as you reach out by faith to 
others in need about whom He loves and cares. Such is the true spirit of Barnabas Ministry. 
Such is His love for them. Such is His love for you. 
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Chapter Four  
 

Further Questions For Discussion  
 
(1) What is a crisis? Have you been through a major crisis? A minor one recently? Did 
anyone come to your aid? Can you remember how it impacted you? Where were you on 
9/11/01? How did the events of that day impact you? How about those affects now?  
 
(2) What are you like in a crisis? Can you share a time of crisis and how it affected you? 
Your family? What helped? What didn’t help? What helped calm you the most?  
 
(3) Do you think people are more or less receptive to ministry during times of crisis? Why 
  
(4) Have you witnessed God work in someone’s life through a crisis situation? 
  
(5) Can the same situation be a crisis for one person and not a crisis for another? If so, 
how? 
  
(6) As a Barnabas Minister, what are you trying to accomplish during someone’s time of 
crisis?  
 
(7) Has God used a crisis in your life to accomplish a greater purpose? Has He used you 
during someone else’s crisis? What have you learned from your crisis experience(s) that 
you can share with others as encouragement during their time of crisis?  
 
(8) What Bible passages might be comforting, assuring during a time of crisis? What Bible 
passage(s) has ministered to you at a time of crisis? What passage(s) have you used to 
comfort another?   
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Chapter Five 
 

Deception in Ministry 
 

In this chapter you will learn about: 
Wrong Righteousness  

Avoiding Common Mistakes in Ministry  
Examples of Opportunities for Barnabas Ministry 

 
Chapter Summary:  

 
This chapter is the first of two examining twelve potential, major mistakes that can be 

made in Barnabas Ministry and how to recognize and avoid them. It helps the reader to 
see what usually is not seen: many people hide or distort their inner pain, fear, wounds, 
or truth. The chapter begins with two marital scenarios wherein it is difficult to tell what 

is really going on teaching the point that ministry proceeds nonetheless in a non-
judgmental manner. It also teaches the point that we cannot determine pain or 
wrongdoing according to who cries the loudest. Five such kinds of mistakes in 

ministering are reviewed.  
 

Key Concepts:  
 

                                        Principles 1 through 5 of Chapter 5 
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            Deception in Ministry 

CHAPTER 5 
 
 
Sometimes I think I love him too much. You can do that you know - love someone too much. I 
wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for him. They tell me I let it matter too much...but when you love 
someone like I do nothing is ever too much. Don’t you agree?"  
 
"I guess you’ve got a point there," I responded not knowing what else to say. It was a casual, 
unplanned conversation while Gloria made a fresh pot of coffee. I was an aspiring, wet-behind-
the- ears, psychology student wishing I had a better sounding reply and desiring to be helpful.  
 
“I stayed with him through the bankruptcy,” she continued. “Those were some hard years. I 
think it hurt his pride. I guess that’s when he started doubting himself. He later told me that 
was when he began to fall out of love with me. He felt confused. He sure was depressed. 
It’s so sad. I don’t think he wanted any of this to happen.”  
 
I was genuinely touched by her devotion and sensitive understanding. She had clearly been 
hurt and rejected by this man yet her ability to move forward with their relationship 
was downright admirable. I really wanted to help her. My heart went out to her. 
 

            Not all of us will admit our pain or fear.     
               Some of us don’t want to see it. Some     
                        don’t know where to look. 
                                        
"Would you like some coffee?" I shook my head a no thanks as she continued. "I stuck right with 
him then and I’ll continue to stick with him. Sure the affairs hurt -especially this one. He’s not 
sure if he will call it off and come home. But he always does - eventually."  
 
I could feel myself resenting her husband’s actions. How could he do that? How could he be so 
selfish; especially to this dear woman? And to do it again and again? I could feel myself 
becoming incensed at this poor woman’s situation. I wanted to talk with her husband. I 
wondered indignantly on her behalf how he could behave in such a way towards this wonderful 
woman. 
 
Exiting the kitchen area, we parted ways with a polite exchange. "Good-bye, Gloria. See you 
later."  
 
"Good-bye. Thanks for listening to me. I appreciate your concern." Then after a slight pause she 
added, "And you don’t have to call me “Gloria” any more. I can talk to you honestly. You may 
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use my real name: Xerxes, Queen of the Upper Realm and Child of the Wonder Star." Her 
statement struck me like a wet smack in the face on a cold, wintry day. 
 
I had been so caught off guard by our previous discussion that I almost forgot we were in a 
psychiatric facility. She sounded so lucid that I had momentarily forgotten she was admitted for 
loss of contact with reality. Maybe there was more to her story than what she told me! I was so 
caught up in my emotional reaction, I had been missing something. Her last remark added a 
drastic difference to our conversation. As a student and a beginner in applied psychology, I 
almost missed something very important. This last sobering remark reminded me there was 
quite a context that had been overlooked. What you see is not necessarily what you get. 
 

Wrong Righteousness 
 
This idea, that what you see is not necessarily what you get, really shows up in 
relationships and subsequently in Barnabas Ministry. It may be surprising that a psychiatric 
patient like Gloria could seem so together and yet be so mentally off the mark at the same 
time. We tend to view such people as clearly identifiable and consistently off the mark. But it 
is not always so clear. Such a view allows us to feel safe. We want to be able to spot a wild-
eyed, axe-bearing Jack Nicholson type, or a neurotic Mr. Carlson talking out loud to himself 
on his way to Bob Newhart’s group therapy session so we can take whatever protective 
action may be necessary. It is more unnerving if Jack is sitting quietly reading a Bible. We 
don’t know if he’s carrying an axe or a grudge.  
 
I often wish that there could be a way to let folks see behind the doors of counselors’ 
offices. Outpatient counseling at psychologists’ offices is very different from inpatient 
psychiatric care. It wouldn’t actually be like what is viewed on the former HBO’s In 
Treatment ; or encountered by a lovable and well meaning Dr. Frazier Crane; or even a tell-
it-like-it-is, common sense approach that becomes a Hollywood infatuation with peoples’ 
dilemmas as presented by Dr. Phil. For the most part, people there in real life, everyday 
psychologists’ offices are rather normal – especially when compared to the folks in the TV 
waiting rooms. But even these folks will encounter stresses, problems, woundedness, 
dysfunction, or differing opinions and ways of seeing things.  
 
Every person has pain. Pain is a common denominator for humanity. It is also the welcome 
mat to ministry. Never be fooled into thinking this isn’t the case. Inner pain is there for all of 
us whether recognized or not. It doesn’t necessarily have to be felt though this is most often 
the case for Barnabas opportunities. That pain, or fear, can range from denial to existential 
angst; from concern for self, family, or friends; to fear about a work situation or the future; to 
healthy concerns about personal or familial growth as a Christian; to spiritual depression 
concerning the depraved and sinful condition of humanity before a holy God.  
 
Generally speaking, all of us are wounded. When I use the term "wounded," I am usually 
referring to those individuals who are, to varying degrees, aware of their pain condition and 
feel it. They know there are significant wounding life experiences that affect, or have 
impacted, the fabric of their lives. These dear, wounded people carry personal, inner, 
hidden pain which impacts, colors, and affects every part of their lives (often in ways of 
which they are not completely aware). For a deeper level of woundedness, the realization of 
that very woundedness impedes or prevents appropriate caretaking measures. Original sin 
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and the fall of mankind accomplished that. There are also those poor souls who are 
wounded and unable to recognize it.  They feel it but can’t see it. Or, their unconscious 
minds steer them away from the psychic pain attached to it in a number of clever and 
sophisticated ways. 
  
Not all of us will admit our pain or fear. Some of us don’t want to see it. Some don’t know to 
look. Although people don’t easily speak of their deep pain and fear, they will generally 
speak about their surface pain and fear more easily. Where it might not feel comfortable 
opening up about our deepest, personal issues, it often is acceptable to share prayer 
requests about related areas. Oddly enough there can be prayer requests concerning 
problems even at times where problems aren’t readily admitted or identified. It has to do 
with pride; or fear; or woundedness.  
 
Remember the three types of wounded people: the avoider, whose self-protection and 
hiding from inner woundedness actually blocks many attempts at real help available; the 
searcher, whose psychological radar is up but seeks to allow help and ministry as safety is 
felt; and the overcomer, whose successes despite woundedness allow additional rescue 
and growth experiences.  
 
We can deal with our woundedness in healthy or dysfunctional ways. Healthy people realize 
levels of woundedness and work to repair the damage. Unhealthy people think all is well - 
or, at least acceptable the way it is - and no action is necessary. Many people stuck in their 
woundedness know something is wrong - or suspect it - but avoid dealing with it because it 
may lead to something worse.  
 
We all carry pain - realized or not -whether it is from an abusive experience or whether it 
cries out from deep within the soul for re-establishment of a perfect relationship with our 
Creator. Wounding pain can also come from a dysfunctional family and/or hidden 
psychological problems and/or various forms of addiction and/or various forms of abuse or 
neglect (passive abuse; abuse of omission) and/or biochemical imbalances. It can range 
from minimal to incredible amounts of inner pain and it can vary from simplicity to 
complexity of one or more pained areas within that same individual. The hope of Barnabas 
Ministry is to get our feet in the door of hurting people’s hearts as a starting point to healing: 
healing that is spiritual, emotional, and relational. We must remember that wounded people 
are now the norm; the majority.  
 
Observers behind closed therapy doors would also see the same people and problems from 
a very different perspective. They would see internal problems and hidden psychological 
processes that are markedly different from the external behaviors and complaints that are 
presented. What they would see would be quite different from what they had been allowed 
to see before. What they would think is going on would not be going on, and who they 
would think would be the problem would not be the only problem. They would see the 
deeper, real stuff and how it works. 
  
The next two chapters will present this idea of deception in ministry and subsequent 
mistakes that may occur. Spiritually it makes sense that Satan would utilize deception and 
confusion to destroy lives and relationships especially among Christians. That’s the way he 
works. We will address twelve common, primary mistakes (the dirty dozen) found in ministry 
efforts – but hopefully not in Barnabas Ministry. You may be asking why should we discuss 
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mistakes when I haven’t even really gotten started? Well-coached teams know the rules 
and strategies of the game before they start the game. The idea is to prevent mistakes 
before they occur. Mistakes will inevitably happen but the number of them should be 
minimized as much as possible. 
  
There is no other place where the notion, that things are not always what they seem to be, 
can be better applied than here in Barnabas Ministry. The idea now is to help recognize 
major flaws and blindspots that may negatively affect our abilities to minister biblically and 
effectively. They may be considered to be prejudices, misperceptions, misinformation or 
spiritual or psychological biases that threaten or impede the efficacy of legitimate Barnabas 
Ministry.  
 

     Approaching the Wounded Person 
 
Before we examine potential mistakes in ministering to wounded people, let’s consider how 
to helpfully approach them. Wounded simply means inner pain, worry and/or fear that 
comes from that person’s history and/or current life situation(s).  We’ll begin as if we don’t 
know the person – we’re starting this ministering relationship to a wounded person from 
scratch. So we assume the worst: things are not well and this person is potentially a 
severely wounded person who will react to our presence and the very act of ministry. It’s 
better to be safe than sorry so we begin all Barnabas encounters from this potentially 
severely wounded understanding. 
 
I’ll never forget a severely wounded patient I saw a number of years ago who illustrates this 
mindset. He was suffering from PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) from his tour in 
Vietnam. It can be argued that severely wounded people react a lot like patients with PTSD 
(because many, if not all of them, have unrecognized PTSD lurking around inside of them – 
some may have acute, current stress).  Old Sarge is, admittedly, an extreme case but a 
very helpful reminder.  
 
One of the tasks Old Sarge performed in Vietnam was running tunnels. There were 
networks of hidden tunnels everywhere utilized by the enemy. Whenever Old Sarge’s 
platoon discovered one, he would volunteer to jump in and see where they lead knowing 
that there very well would be booby traps and enemy forces protecting that same tunnel. Do 
you think he may have been a little bit wired about doing that? 
 
When I first met Old Sarge, he was sitting in my waiting room positioned so that he could 
see everything – every person coming and going. He constantly monitored events to assure 
he was safe sitting there. He was quite capable of becoming startled and wreaking havoc in 
a self protective capacity – no matter what cost. 
 
Eventually he got better and we became good friends. He told me about those early days in 
the waiting room and how he, at times, felt he was in the jungles of Vietnam waiting to be 
ambushed at any moment!! It’s a scary thought to think about what could conceivably have 
happened had things gone poorly and had we not exercised professional skill and 
precaution!! 
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Now don’t panic yourself – you won’t encounter anyone like Old Sarge as you are doing 
Barnabas Ministry. But how he thought about things concerning meeting a new helper is 
very much what we want to have in mind as we approach our first (and ongoing) encounters 
with wounded people. They won’t directly fight us but they may have some or all of those 
same thoughts depending on their level of woundedness.  It will cause them to want to run 
or to clam up or to simply get away (which they may do at the first polite opportunity). 
 
So with Old Sarge in mind here is a list of do’s and don’ts as we approach and 
subsequently work with wounded people: 
 
Wave a white flag and drop your weapons – gently lay down your uzi and grenades…just 
kidding – that’s if your are actually meeting Old Sarge on the battlefield… let’s get back to 
business…  This list is addressing all levels of woundedness including severe 
woundedness. 
 
How to successfully approach the wounded individual: 
 

1. Remember Old Sarge – we don’t know if the person you will encounter is that 
wounded but we don’t know yet that they are not – so proceed with caution and a 
psychological white flag. Remind yourself that any wounded person could have 
strong, inner reactions that shut them down to ministry efforts. 

2. Present yourself as someone who is safe and presents no possible threats but 
remember that the wounded person may view you as unsafe anyway. You want to 
communicate that you are the equivalent to the Red Cross coming so the aid of 
someone shot on the battlefield. 

3. There should be no surprises to any part of your visit. 
4. Do not dress or behave in any way that would draw attention to yourself and thereby 

to the wounded person who needs a low profile, low key situation to feel safe.  
5. Move slowly and casually – no sudden or quick movements. 
6. Use a soft voice and be gentle. Speak assuringly, encouragingly  and quietly.  
7. Don’t carry anything with you. Leave your purse or iPad in the car. 
8. Go alone (or as a couple) unless you are meeting someone of the opposite sex and 

then carry an additional person (of that sex if possible). You can ask, in advance, of 
that wounded person, if he/she would prefer one or two people. 

9. Focus on the comfort level of that wounded person and ask if he/she is ok as you go 
along. 

10. Smile – look welcoming and friendly. 
11. The primary question asked is “how would Jesus treat this person?” throughout 

every aspect of a Barnabas encounter. 
12. Attempt to perpetually allow the other person(s) to feel comfortable, welcomed, 

accepted and respected. 
13. Speak thoughtfully, softly, gently, patiently, compassionately and politely. 
14. Recognize the value of humor but avoid teasing or comments that may be 

misconstrued, or perceived as destructive or disrespectful to a hurting person (not 
for you).  

15.  Place the other person’s feelings above your own. Do not be quick to make 
judgments and, more importantly, don’t give the impression you may be a 
judgmental person. You are the red cross – not judge and jury. 
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16.  Show dignity, poise, confidence and empathy (versus sympathy). (Empathy shows 
an ability to understand and connect to the other person’s feelings and situation 
without taking those same feelings on personally which is sympathy.) 

17. Accept all feelings and be careful NOT to discount a person’s feelings. Don’t 
intellectualize a situation where feelings are clearly the immediate concern. (Feelings 
alone aren’t right or wrong but what you do with those feelings can become right or 
wrong.) 

18.  Never presume to tell a person how they should feel or act regardless of how you 
may feel or act, or how you believe they should feel or act. 

19. Be more concerned about how your communication affects and impacts the other 
person than with what you have to say. 

20.  Avoid getting frustrated or angry if you feel misunderstood. This is NOT about you. 
The other person may not be ready or able to understand due to their woundedness 
or wounding situation. 

21. Avoid sarcasm, criticism, preaching or lecturing. Avoid Christian platitudes. Stay 
positive finding God’s blessing in events and with people. Show hope through Christ 
for that person or situation. 

22. Be realistic and reasonable with statements. Avoid exaggeration or over-stating a 
response. 

23. Remember that actions speak louder than words. What you do speaks louder than 
what you say. Hit the “mute” button on your responses so that nothing appears to 
startle or upset you. Rather, whatever the problem(s), we’ll face it and get through it 
together with Christ’s help.  

24. Never assume. Feel free to ask for clarification. 
25. Remember that people can experience life and life events from differing points of 

view that are valid despite your own point of view.  
 
Seem like a long list? You don’t have to memorize it – just be aware of it. You should be 
somewhat acquainted to the kind of character these behaviors reflect.  These things are not 
very far off from another list we should be striving to live out from Galatians  5:22: But the 
fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, 
self control; against such there is now law. (NAS). It’s no coincidence that the wounded 
person responds to the reflection of Christ. 
 

You Bet Their Life 
 
Joe and Linda had come to see me for marital problems. Throughout their marriage, Linda 
had been a passive, compliant partner and Joe had been a silent but controlling partner. 
Difficulties began as Linda began to develop and strengthen her inner person within the 
confines of their relationship. She had realized that the marriage was dysfunctional, and that 
this dysfunction was hurting them both. As she began to change toward what she believed 
to be a more healthy, truly biblical role, the relationship began to encounter significant 
barriers, frustrations, and new dimensions of problems. 
 

                        His sin had gone undetected. 
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Externally, Joe appeared to be calm, caring, patient, concerned, and cooperative but, 
internally, he was much different. He fought Linda every step of the way but in a passive-
aggressive manner that went largely undetected by peers and friends. Passive-aggressive 
anger (resisting, fighting in an indirect manner) was felt but not seen by Linda and never 
seen by others. Such anger was indirect, secretive, and malicious. He initially refused 
marital counseling stating there wasn’t enough money to allow it. He had also refused to 
allow Linda to have necessary surgery to her knee stating that it wasn’t a life or death 
matter, and they really couldn’t afford any extravagant expenses. He presented Linda as 
being reckless with her spending habits and needing to be taught how to live within their 
means. He painted a picture of Linda as being psychologically sick and disturbed. 
Outwardly, he appeared to be the committed, suffering martyr who sacrificed his own 
happiness to stay with a woman that was mentally ill, distressed, and out of control.  
 
What people didn’t see was how Joe really treated Linda. Due to Joe’s management and 
withholding of family moneys, she was forced to get a job to pay for her basic needs, 
including the surgery, despite their agreement that she would be a stay-at-home mother for 
their three small children. She purchased her children’s clothes and toys at garage sales - 
never in stores. Linda had been the one who phoned to make arrangements for counseling. 
She wanted to do all that could be done to save the marriage. Joe continually sabotaged all 
her efforts. He insisted that Linda pay for all counseling from her own funds. Joe refused to 
spend one nickel for help again citing monetary constraints. Joe knew that this was a major 
sacrifice for Linda. Yet he would set up appointments for himself, as a part of their conjoint 
therapy plan, with the recognition that Linda was picking up the tab, and then not show up 
thereby incurring a missed-appointment charge credited to Linda’s dwindling resources and 
capabilities. Clearly he wasn’t stewarding that money well but was trying to take her money 
away from her as a means of control. Several times he physically tried to force Linda to 
leave the home. 
 
Linda subsequently found out about a secret post office box and credit cards about which 
she previously knew nothing. Joe had made purchases and was paying off thousands of 
dollars worth of debt that continued to accrue. He purchased expensive computer 
equipment for his home - far more sophisticated than he needed or would ever really use. 
His parents sent $3000 for a piano as a gift for Joe’s birthday but Joe felt it necessary to 
buy one that cost $1500 more. That additional money came out of his (and Linda’s) savings. 
When she confronted Joe about his double message concerning their lack of money, he 
became angry and insisted that she was wrong and completely out of her mind.  
 
 

      Truth, the cornerstone of Barnabas Ministry,  
            had been distorted and then sacrificed. 
 
 
During all the turmoil of the deteriorating relationship, Linda’s church friends seemed to drop 
out of sight. She had been too busy and preoccupied to fully notice her abandonment. 
There were phone calls and several letters admonishing Linda for her sin (which was never 
clearly defined). She was too stunned and numbed by everything to fully react. In the 
meantime, Joe was more active and involved with church events than ever before. He was 
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also humbly able to ask for prayer for his unfortunate marital situation, and, specifically, for 
Linda, who, due to her "mental instability," was unable to be a biblical wife. Joe had won the 
crowd. His sin had gone undetected. Linda had been  
effectually forsaken (wrongly) in the name of righteousness. Truth, the cornerstone of 
Barnabas Ministry, had been distorted and then sacrificed.  
 

   Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #1 
 
(I should point out that the biggest mistake in ministry is lack of it – lack of involvement. 
There are a million reasons why we can’t usually get involved and every one of them feels 
quite legitimate (if not convenient). But you ARE involved. So that mistake doesn’t apply for 
those of us seeking to be helpfully participating. God bless you for that. So let’s move ahead 
with mistakes to avoid as we seek to minister.)  
 
We must not let hasty judgments concerning the rightness of behavior or the character of 
the individual(s) involved prevent us from identifying and ministering to that wounded 
person(s).  
 
God knows what is really happening. Our part is to minister. It doesn’t matter who is to 
blame. We may never know the complete story. We’ll never know hundreds of 
accompanying, related factors that contributed to that situation. Because of our sincere 
desire to be helpful and to stand up against sin, we, as Barnabas ministers, may be tempted 
to charge in too hastily making false assumptions based upon inadequate or misleading 
information. Barnabas ministers are not emotional-spiritual judges and jurors but emotional-
spiritual paramedics and emergency room medical staff. It doesn’t matter how the wound 
was inflicted, or who did the actual assault. When the ambulance arrives, what matters is 
the efficient, immediate, skilled application of help to that injured party. Forming a posse to 
go after the horse thief who robbed and shot the schoolmarm may have happened in John 
Wayne movies, but it doesn’t really help the schoolmarm. We never heard lines like, "Why 
thank you, Marshall. Bleeding to death feels so much better knowing that you and the boys 
are saddling up. Have a pleasant ride. And be careful." What that schoolmarm would really 
like to say would be something more like, "Why thank you, Marshall. Could you hand me my 
purse?"... at which point she would take out her revolver and shoot the Marshall... "now tell 
me boys -anyone else wanta ride off and leave me here dying?"  
 

                           Determination of truth should never   
     prevent or hinder ministry. 

 
 
Linda was effectually abandoned as she lay bleeding to death emotionally. Unfortunately, 
though people heard the gun shots and smelled the gun smoke, they chose not to get 
sufficiently involved. It takes courage and boldness to intervene in someone’s life at a time 
when warning alarms are going off and we’re not sure exactly what is happening or exactly 
how we can help. Nevertheless, biblical Barnabas Ministry calls us to active duty that is 
based upon Christian love, equipped in the understanding of emotional-spiritual interactivity, 
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and empowered by the operation of the Holy Spirit as we, in obedience, seek to minister in 
Christ’s name. 
 
In Joe’s and Linda’s situation, it would be very tempting, but erroneous, to only listen to 
Joe’s allegations about Linda’s mental illness and inappropriate behaviors. It would be easy 
to believe that the marriage could only be saved by getting Linda to straighten out her 
troubled life and start acting in corrected conformity to Joe’s complaints. Joe may look like 
he’s the victim but he’s the horse thief.  
 

  Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #2 
 
In relationships, the individual who appears the most distraught is not necessarily the real 
victim or the only victim. Conversely, the individual who appears to have it all together is not 
necessarily all together or innocent. Listening and ministering should occur without buying 
everything that is being said hook, line, and sinker. Our goal is not to judge but to come 
alongside of hurting persons for the purpose of steering them to Christ’s will with empathetic 
encouragement and unconditional care.  
 
Don’t believe that the person who complains the loudest or appears the nicest is, in reality, 
innocent or martyred. Like Joe, many perpetrators paint a picture that is much different than 
what goes on behind the scenes. Does this mean that people like Joe are not in legitimate 
need of Barnabas Ministry? Not at all. We are, indeed, to make every attempt to minister to 
Joe in Christ’s name with all the same energies and strategies as we apply to every 
wounded person. God is interested in reaching that horse thief. Unfortunately, people like 
Joe either continue to keep genuine ministry an arm’s length away while they continue with 
their manipulative ways or they resist it altogether (especially as it gets close to the truth). 
But you can’t hang the horse thief. Rather, God wants to use you to change that person’s 
heart. (See also Col. 3:12-17)  
 
It should also be remembered that each party has their own perceptions and beliefs about 
what is going on with them and with the relationship. Those perceptions and beliefs are not 
necessarily completely correct or accurate. I must quickly point out, however, that it is of 
central importance that we communicate believability to such persons as may have been 
involved in heinous dysfunctional behaviors such as sexual, emotional, or physical abuse. 
This does not mean that we fabricate sincerity or trustworthiness but that we honor, respect, 
and accept that person and their personal, perceptual experiences. In such severe cases, 
things that sound unbelievable may very well be quite accurate. Determination of truth 
should never prevent or hinder ministry.  
 

She Said He Said 
 

Marilyn had been to several other Atlanta area counselors before coming to see me for help 
with her marriage. When I lived in Atlanta I was still very much in the process of being 
trained. At some point Marilyn felt like all her counselors had betrayed her or let her down 
because they couldn’t fix her husband, Fred. She made it very clear that Fred was a tyrant 
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and never listened or communicated with her. She tolerated his emotional abuse only 
because of her commitment to the marriage and for the sake of her two small girls and son. 
 
 According to Marilyn, Fred was always angry, demanding, and unreasonable. Fred was the 
president of his own small engineering company. His job required him to travel a great deal. 
While he was out of town, their family seemed to manage well, but whenever he returned 
the flare-ups and fighting would start. Marilyn busied herself as a means of avoiding Fred. In 
fact, she was perpetually busy and on the go. As far as Fred was concerned, she was a 
busy-holic; always too busy to be involved with him or the children as well. She later 
admitted to being so involved with so many things as a means of avoiding Fred. Whenever 
he returned home from his trips, she would often be gone and, many times, would be 
present physically though emotionally absent. She became involved in many social projects 
including church work. Even though such involvement was at the expense of her family, 
outwardly she appeared to be a good, decent, caring person because of this work. Fred and 
the children had learned to settle for Mommy leftovers and the emotional and physical table 
scraps were getting less and less.  
 
Marilyn described Fred as a perfectionist. Nothing was ever good enough for him. He was 
constantly critical of her and the children. It was later discovered that Marilyn was hearing 
critical remarks because of her own high standards and expectations. She was the one who 
possessed a legitimate diagnosis of obsessive compulsive personality disorder. Among 
other characteristics, this diagnosis includes perfectionism; unreasonable expectation that 
others submit to her way of doing things; excessive devotion to work and productivity at the 
expense of other things (e.g., family); inflexibility; and preoccupation with details, order, 
schedules, etc. to the extent that the major point of the activity is lost (from DSM-IV). 
Marilyn accomplished a lot but she spun her wheels a lot more. However, she didn’t mind 
as long as this allowed her to (unconsciously) run from deeper psychological and relational 
issues and pain.  
 

                                      
 
 
One of Marilyn’s previous therapists had encouraged her to have an abortion. Fred 
resented that. It had not been discussed further between them. Other than their continuing 
arguments, not much of any substance was ever discussed constructively between them. 
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The abortion had been done several years ago and then the emotional fallout swept under 
the carpet.  
 
As therapy progressed, it was discovered that Marilyn had grown up in an alcoholic family. 
She was forced to learn to fend for herself and became the functional caretaker of her 
younger siblings. She was hurt deeply by the way her parents treated her. There was 
perpetual emotional abuse. What Marilyn didn’t realize at the time was that there was also 
repressed sexual abuse as well. She quickly learned that she couldn’t depend upon people 
who were supposed to be trusted and caring, and adaptively adopted the attitude "I don’t 
need you. I can take care of myself." What else could be added to her feelings would be 
"and it looks like I have to take care of you as well."  
 
As you might expect, this attitude had permeated and characterized all three of her previous 
marriages. It had also infiltrated her relationship with Fred. It psychologically allowed her to 
feel some degree of safety if she became the one her parents had to depend upon for 
caretaking. Yet she really didn’t like the role at all. It was the best she could do in a bad 
situation. She wanted it but didn’t want it at the same time. Though she stated that she 
wanted closeness and intimacy with Fred, she perpetually sabotaged it and, then, blamed 
Fred for the lack of it. This kept Fred an arm’s distance away and allowed her to feel safe 
(as it had done with her father).  
 
Real intimacy could not occur. She settled for a clever substitute. Marilyn learned to get her 
emotional support from friends by becoming the martyr and sharing how terribly Fred 
treated her. She gained their attention, their sympathy, their outrage, and their 
companionship. Several girlfriends saw this kind of support as a legitimate ministry to a 
hurting and mistreated friend. Since few of her friends actually knew Fred that well, it was 
easy to believe all that Marilyn disclosed as being true - especially since she was in such 
obvious emotional pain. Fred became the "bad guy" or "problem" by dysfunctional edict 
from Marilyn. 
 
Marilyn had become her parents’ caretaker. Initially this was done in their home but later 
she cared for them financially through Fred’s income. In fact, she managed all of his 
income. For Marilyn, the problem was that he didn’t make enough. She tried to convince me 
that no one should be able to live adequately on a mere $850,000 a year. Of course, her 
friends only heard that Fred had money problems. They didn’t know that Marilyn was the 
money problem. Their lifestyle demanded certain expenditures. But Marilyn acquired huge 
debts by unreasonable purchases. 
 
Fred resented constantly being in financial debt and the fact that Marilyn was a spendaholic 
who was out of control. As he tried to express his concerns, Marilyn felt attacked. Again, 
she felt victimized. Again, she would need comfort from her friends. Again, she would be 
forced to share how horribly Fred treated her.  
 

       
       We minister with intelligent and informed  
     caution and loving and obedient involvement. 
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She was right. She had been victimized - but not by Fred. She never wanted to face her real 
pain or her real perpetrator. There was much too much anguish involved in doing that. So 
she engaged in psychological patterns of being manipulative, controlling, angry, revengeful, 
and castrating toward all men but especially towards Fred. Then, to continue the cycle, she 
assumed the martyr role in order to gain emotional support from her confidants.  
 
During the process of counseling, Fred dedicated his life to Christ. He wanted more than 
ever for the marriage to work. He prayed that Marilyn would surrender to Christ’s lordship as 
well. She perfunctorily attended church services but was just not ready to surrender 
complete control of her life. Her unrecognized coping patterns may not have been the best 
option but they were the only option she knew. They were the only ways she knew of 
surviving in a dysfunctional and dangerous world. Emotionally she clung to them with all her 
might and clung tighter when things appeared any more threatening or stressful. When they 
were brought into question by anyone, especially a male therapist, that person took on the 
role of perpetrator to her. That person became the enemy. 
 
 Marilyn had not been honest with Fred or with therapy. She neglected to mention an affair 
that was going on that had been subsequently discovered and confirmed by Fred. When 
confronted in counseling she initially denied everything. She tried to shift the focus to Fred 
by blaming him for his bad attitude with her. When I asked her if there might be any reason - 
any reason at all - that might legitimately make him annoyed with her, she responded that 
she could think of nothing. When it was proven that she was lying, Marilyn became enraged 
and angry at Fred for not trusting her. It was all his fault anyway, she rationalized, for not 
being the kind of husband she really needed.  
 
To make matters worse, Marilyn decided to obtain another therapist to work on her own 
issues while simultaneously continuing with marital therapy. Marilyn no longer trusted me 
since I was associated with discovering her sin. She was able to find a therapist who was, 
not only sympathetic to her many complaints about Fred, but of the persuasion that most all 
men were no good anyway. Now she could tell her friends that her therapist totally agreed 
with her legitimate complaints about Fred. Her church and non-churched friends allowed her 
to continue in the martyr role under the confused guise of being emotionally supportive to 
her. Their attempts at ministry were not biblical and actually contributed to Marilyn’s sin. 
Many of them formed unfair and misinformed opinions about Marilyn’s marriage and about 
Fred. Those same judgments spread to their husbands and through the church. Marilyn’s 
friends had unwittingly contributed to her continuance of the martyr role and deception, and, 
thereby, her sinful behavior. Fred had been effectually forsaken (wrongly) in the name of 
righteousness. Truth, the cornerstone of Barnabas Ministry, had been again distorted and 
then sacrificed. Fred eventually gave up altogether and moved his business to another 
state.  
 

  Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #3 
 
The first two principles apply equally well to Marilyn and Fred. Marilyn’s friends, who 
assembled in the spirit of ministry, actually contributed to the continuing problem. Listening 
to Marilyn’s complaints against Fred in a consoling way became a part of the problem rather 
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than a part of the solution. It allowed her to stay in the martyr role while keeping the focus 
off her personal responsibility and onto Fred.  
 
In the process of Barnabas Ministry, we must guard against reinforcing wrong or incorrect 
processes, behaviors, and beliefs. We must be careful not to add to the problem(s) or to sin 
by our very act of ministry! And we must be careful not to shoot our wounded. 
 
Does this mean we back off? Not at all. It means we go into every ministry situation with our 
eyes wide open. It means we minister with intelligent and informed caution and loving and 
obedient involvement. It means we don’t avoid our Christian duty to respond to another’s 
pain. 
 
Over the years I have unfortunately experienced those Christians who abandon, distort 
and/or neglect Christian duty to wounded people experiencing marital problems. One of the 
primary reasons is ignorance. Another is naivete. There are other reasons but the one that 
might surprise you is this one: we are afraid that Christians can experience bad situations 
choosing instead to wishfully think that having a daily quiet time, attending church, having 
fellowship and reading our Bibles guarantees safety from such potential perils. Of course 
such thinking is nothing more than superstition; making Christ and following Him into the 
equivalent of carrying a lucky rabbit’s foot wherever we go. 
  
In Marilyn’s and Fred’s situation, an effective Barnabas minister would respond as if to say, 
"I know that you are hurting and that you have many strong feelings right now. I’m not here 
to preach to you. I want to listen non-judgmentally. I want to love you with your pain rather 
than forsake or reject you (in a variety of ways). I can’t take sides. It’s not about that right 
now. It doesn’t matter who ran the red light right now.  What matters is giving/getting help 
for you. God wants to minister to both of you. I may give you wrong, misleading, or 
emotionally damaging information because I only possess limited information. But I’ll 
certainly be right here with you through it. Christ will lead us to His perfect will. You can lean 
on me. I may have to help carry you some of the distance. But we’ll get there. His perfect 
love and understanding will guide us. His Spirit will sustain us." (Of course you can’t say this 
out loud – it is for the Barnabas minister to self-remind.) 
 
As Barnabas ministers in such complex and convoluted situations as this our goal is simply 
to stop the bleeding and get things stabilized as much as possible. Many times, our job is 
not so much to do professional work as to point the wounded individual towards Christ while 
showing His love, care and involvement. In some cases, good Christian counseling may 
need to be a part of that stabilization process, and certainly a part of the overall healing 
process. Don’t feel like you have to do it all. Feel free to share the load. 
 

  Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #4 
 
There may be wounds beneath wounds. A mashed finger may additionally have a bruise, 
contusion, abrasion, or broken bone. Similarly wounded people may have deeper wounds 
beneath the recognized wounds.  
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We must not make the mistake of ministering only to the observable problem. There may be 
a complicated web of inter-related problems, pains, and processes.  
 
Obviously we start with the presenting problem (that problem that signaled us to get 
involved), but we don’t rule out a host of other considerations. (Neither do we rule out 
appropriate professional help.) Rest assured that our preliminary actions for a surface 
problem or for a deeper one remain the same. 
 
In Marilyn’s situation, among other considerations, we knew that complicating and 
confounding influences entered into her presenting problem (her relationship with Fred) 
from her history of emotional and sexual abuse, her abortion, her workaholism, her 
compulsive and exorbitant spending, her fear of intimacy, and her anger, mistrust, and fear 
of men. Marilyn possessed many wounds beneath her obvious, presenting wounds. As 
Barnabas ministers we come alongside Marilyn but we don’t have to be the persons who 
handle all her problems. Many times just being relationally connected can help such 
wounded people obtain additional, concurrent help. 
  

  Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #5 
 
The effective Barnabas minister’s role was to come alongside Marilyn to encourage her 
towards healthy, biblical living without being fooled or deceived by her dysfunction, her 
misperceptions, or her sin. 
 
We must never avoid or tolerate an individual’s sin under the assumption that it is somehow 
helpful in a therapeutic or ministering sense.  
 
It is important to note that, with many wounded people, there is already a painful recognition 
of their sin and/or a confused notion of sin, wrongdoing, shame, or guilt. Additionally many 
such people are beating themselves up all the more for having fallen prey to that sin or 
situation. These people do not need to be beaten over the head with a Bible. They do not 
need preaching or lecturing. Recognition of sin must also be done in a timely manner - not 
ours but God’s. If someone is bruised it doesn’t help the healing process to be beaten too. 
Demonstrated compassion must always accompany admonishment or confrontation, and 
for wounded individuals it must precede it. Similarly, termination of sinful practices 
accompanies ministry and the healing process.  
  
Recognition and confrontation of sin should be done gently, sensitively, and thoughtfully. 
We must help all levels of wounded people to realize that we love them regardless of the 
sin, and that Christ does too. He is willing to help them move forward. He doesn’t want to 
crucify them but to heal and love them. He already was crucified for them and their sins 
including these. 
  
Throughout Barnabas Ministry we must always remember that our goal is to reflect the 
living Christ and His care for His loved ones. We are not the God-police but the rescue 
squad. We minister by the spirit, and not the letter, of the law. We are not a reflection of 
God’s judgment or punishment. He has other, better means set up for that. But those 
means apply to us as well which ought to inspire within us a better appreciation of His 
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mercy and grace to all of us. We, as Barnabas ministers, are to be a reflection of God’s 
heart and His redemption given as a free gift to sinners like us.  
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Chapter Five  
 

Further Questions For Discussion 
  

(1) Jeremiah 17:9 cautions: The heart is more deceitful than all else and is desperately 
sick; Who can understand it? (NAS) What does this statement mean? Does it apply to 
everyone? How is deception of the heart avoided or overcome?  
 
(2) Matthew 7:1, 2 cautions: Do not judge lest you be judged yourselves. For in the way 
you judge, you will be judged; and by your standard of measure, it shall be measured to 
you. (NAS) Can you appraise or confront sin in a Barnabas situation without judging? 
Explain your answer. How does this passage square with Matthew 18:15, "And if your 
brother sins, go and reprove him in private; if he listens to you, you have won a brother. 
But if he does not listen to you, take one or two more with you, so that by the mouth of 
two or three witnesses every fact may be confirmed. And if he refuses to listen to them, 
tell it to the church; and if he refuses to listen even to the church, let him be to you as a  
Gentile and a tax-gatherer." (NAS)  
 
(3) Have you ever been totally fooled by a sob story only to later find out it was untrue? 
How did you feel when you found out it was untrue? How easy was it for you to believe 
the truth after the snow job?  
 
(4) Would you have been fooled by Gloria (in our opening scenario of the chapter)?  
 
(5) Can you tell if someone/everyone is disturbed or upset by observing them? What do 
you look for?  
 
(6) Can people tell when something is bothering you? Can you hide your real feelings if 
and when you want to?  
 
(7) Have you ever thought you had a situation all figured out only to find out later that 
you had it all wrong? 
 
(8) “It’s His kindness that leads us to repentance.” How does that statement affect the 
way we understand and conduct Barnabas Ministry?  
 
(9) Briefly review the story of Joe and Linda. Would you have been fooled by Joe? How 
would you have sought to minister to Linda? To Joe?  
 
(10) Suppose you met up with a church friend knowing that person was having an 
affair? Would you confront that person? Why or why not?  
 
(11) Briefly review the story of Marilyn. How would you have sought to minister to her?  
 
(12) Should a Barnabas minister confront such sin (as with Joe and Linda and with 
Marilyn and Fred)? If so, how? If not, why?  
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Chapter Six 
 

Mental Mistakes in Ministry  
 

In this chapter you will learn about: 
  

Recognizing Flaws and Blind Spots That Can Negatively Affect a Barnabas Minister  
Additional Mistakes to Avoid in Ministry  
Effective Barnabas Ministry to Pastors  

 
Chapter Summary: 

  
This chapter continues with principles six through twelve. Principle eleven addresses the 

personal responsibility of Barnabas ministers, while encouraging others, to take appropriate 
spiritual, psychological, and developmental self-care listing six precautions for doing so. 
Principle twelve urges the protection of our pastoral staffs and their families as genuine 

recipients of Barnabas Ministry.  
 

Key Concepts: 
  

Principles 6 through 12 of Chapter 6.  
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      Mental Mistakes in Ministry 

CHAPTER 6 
 
 

 
During our first years in grad school, we had two precious children, Peter who was three 
and a half years old and Carrie who was one and a half at this particular time. Living the 
existence of a struggling graduate student, the nearby McDonald’s playground often served 
as our backyard for two rambunctious kidnicks who were fast outgrowing our tiny 
apartment.  
 
On this particular excursion, Peter had noticed a little girl nearby who, to his dismay, 
seemed to be ignoring him. Sipping my coffee, I watched from our table in the enclosed 
playground area as Linda consoled him and then began to teach him some basic social 
skills. He couldn’t understand why this little girl wasn’t responding to him as everyone else 
usually did.  
 
“Just go up to her and politely say ‘Hello, my name is Peter. Would you like to play with me 
on the slide?’” Peter seemed to grasp the idea quickly and was instantly ready to try out this 
new approach. We couldn’t hear the conversation from where we sat but we could observe 
the meeting clearly. I’ll never forget it.  
 
He walked up to her gently tapping her on the shoulder. She turned, smiled, listened, and 
then walked away. We could see Peter stomping his feet and raising his arms up and down. 
With tears in his eyes he made a bee line straight for his mother awaiting his devastated 
return with open arms.  
 
Rejection. The agony of defeat. It is surely worse for a parent to watch it happening to a 
child than it ever was for the parent or child alone. Maybe there was more to the story than 
what we could see. Linda and I were so caught up in the reaction, maybe we had been 
missing something. Linda immediately found out what it was. The little girl didn’t speak a 
word of English! She didn’t understand a thing Peter had said. Thank you God for loving 
mothers and wise wives. Things changed drastically when Peter understood what had 
happened. He was off to the rocking horse without a backward glance. I was still unnerved 
by it all. It can be a big mistake to believe that what you see is always the complete story 
even when it seems that way. Peter learned the hard way that what you see is not always 
what you get!  
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                   Righting Wrongs 
 
We have already begun to see how this idea, that what you see is not necessarily what you 
get, really shows up in relationships and subsequently in Barnabas Ministry. We must bear 
in mind two guiding principles as a result of this understanding to steer our Barnabas 
efforts: (1) The complete, truthful understanding of people and events is often difficult to 
obtain and not likely to be done accurately without a sizable amount of time, energies, 
information, knowledge, and skill. (2) Our primary directive is to unconditionally love the 
individual(s) needing encouragement while bringing that person or the situation into God’s 
presence and direction.  
 
This chapter will conclude the list of twelve common, principle mistakes found in most 
outreach ministries. There is no other place where the notion, that things are not always 
what they seem to be, can be better applied than here. The idea is to help recognize major 
flaws and blind spots that may negatively affect our abilities to minister biblically and 
effectively. They may be considered to be prejudices, misperceptions, misinformation or 
spiritual or psychological biases that threaten or impede the efficacy of legitimate Barnabas 
Ministry.  
  

                     Single Signals 
 
Beverly was a single mother of two small children. She found it difficult to get to church 
functions during the week due to her work hours plus the arduous energies required to get 
the children from day care, cook a meal, spend time with the kids, bathe the kids, and ready 
them for bed (which included a Bible story and a brief prayer time). She attended worship 
service on Sundays but it, too, was filled with the busyness of readying the children, taking 
the children to their Sunday school class, then, lastly, hustling on to her own class. Beverly 
enjoyed the teaching, fellowship, and worship but felt confusedly detached from the people 
there. They were kind and polite but there was something missing. She didn’t realize it at 
first, but it became increasingly felt though not very well understood. There were other 
singles there but she felt a sense of estrangement from them as well.  
 
Beverly felt very much the odd woman out as she didn’t fit in well with other singles who had 
not been married or who had divorced but did not have children. Other single mothers were 
present but so preoccupied with their own busyness of living that it seemed there just wasn’t 
much time to get together with them. These other single mothers seemed to accept her for 
who she was rather than to back off. There was an unspoken bond and a respect there 
among them. Yet, due to these very same shared circumstances there was a huge block to 
fellowship time together. 
 
There were also people present who just didn’t know how to deal with her. It was an 
awkward situation. She had been through a two year separation from her husband before 
the divorce was completed. Beverly knew that there was still a great deal of unfinished and 
unspoken business about her failed marriage. Some folks seemed to be angry; others, 
condemning; others, confused; others, secluded; others, scared. She felt that no one really 
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understood, and she regretted that she could not share her own feelings or facts with them 
for fear of further misunderstanding, condemnation, confusion, or rejection. 
 
Some folks were frightened that two people who were supposed to be Christians couldn’t 
make their marriage work. This just did not seem to square with their interpretation of the 
Bible. They believed that bad things don’t happen to good people living Christian lives. They 
reasoned, therefore, that either Beverly or her husband was not a real Christian or they 
were living in sin. If they were living in sin it must surely have been Beverly’s fault because, 
after all, she was commanded, by the Bible, to be the submissive one. They had heard and 
seen good things about her husband.  
 

        They busied themselves with other “legitimate”        
                matters under the guise of ministry.  
 
 
Other folks reasoned that her faith was just too weak. She didn’t have what it took to be a 
successful person or a successful Christian. Others thought, though they would never admit 
it, that she was “a misfit” and no one really wanted to associate with misfits -especially 
Christian oddballs. Some folks just didn’t know what to think and preferred not to think at all. 
They avoided her. They busied themselves with other “legitimate” matters under the guise 
of ministry.  
 
Beverly needed repairs to her home and she needed lawn maintenance. She was reluctant 
to ask for help. On her tight budget, she couldn’t afford to pay for a handyman or a yard 
man. She needed spiritual fathering for her children and spiritual shepherding for herself. 
She needed time for herself apart from her children. She needed understanding, 
acceptance, fellowship, and financial assistance. But everyone stayed cordially unavailable 
and only remotely or peripherally involved. Beverly had been effectually forsaken (wrongly) 
in the name of righteousness 
 

   Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #6 
 
We must be careful not to wound people by overlooking or not noticing, for whatever 
reason, their legitimate pain. This means that we are never to take for granted that 
anyone is emotionally or spiritually well. We, as Barnabas ministers, are to take an 
aggressive posture in determining the emotional-spiritual well-being of those in our 
body.  
 
This idea parallels the theological teachings on sins of commission versus sins of omission. 
We can sin against a wounded individual by omitting to check on them - by omitting to seize 
an opportunity (or responsibility) to determine if their emotional and/or spiritual status needs 
some active Barnabas Ministry from us. Someone who is detached, shy, aloof, busy, etc. - 
and a variety of nice ways to just be remotely available or peripherally involved - should not 
be interpreted as being okay or as having no real needs. Beverly maintained a low profile 
because of her hectic lifestyle which revolved around her children and managing work and 
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home, mothering and fathering. She had to cook and clean, mow and maintain, work and 
worship. She had many needs and could use much help but, due to keeping her energies to 
the plow of everyday life, couldn’t let many others know about her personal pain and 
problems. 
 

   Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #7 
 

There is a certain amount of awkwardness in ministering to single women - especially for 
men wanting to do so. Nevertheless, awkwardness, embarrassment, shyness, fear, 
perceived inadequacies, or social protocol should not prevent sincere attempts at Barnabas 
Ministry by anyone at any time. This does not mean that such things as social protocol 
should not be taken into consideration.  
 

We must be careful not to wound people by  
overlooking or not noticing their  

                                   legitimate pain. 
 
Effective Barnabas ministers find ways to respect social and ethical standards, feelings, 
impressions, and mores that allow ministry rather than impede it.  
 
For example, the buddy approach allows two male deacons or a husband and wife to visit a 
single female or her home for ministry or work. (Just be careful that your own work in your 
home is done and not neglected or, whether legitimate Barnabas Ministry or not, you’re 
dead.) 
  

    Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #8 
 
It is a mistaken notion that being separated or divorced is unacceptable. For such 
hurting people during such pain-filled times, receiving Barnabas Ministry is more 
important than ever. We must not back off regardless of our personal degree of 
discomfort or our moral understanding of the situation. 
  
Most Christians would agree with this statement in fact but not, necessarily, in deed. Being 
separated or divorced is another awkward situation for the Christian. We tend to treat such 
people as though they possessed some kind of 20th century leprosy. Biblically, we know 
that God hates divorce. We, as Christians, are pro-family yet separation and divorce seem 
to be anti-family and, therefore, somehow anti-God. This position is not necessarily true. 
There are legitimate, biblical reasons for being separated or divorced. We are to actively 
minister regardless of that person’s apparent marital situation. Too many times we back 
away in such situations when we really need to be actively ministering even more than ever. 
This does not mean that we look the other way and ignore the marital problem. It does 
mean that we allow and/or direct those persons involved to be pursuing spiritual and 
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psychological help while we implement effective Barnabas Ministry rather than waiting for 
those parties (or us) to obtain a certain point of readiness.  
 
 

   Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #9 
 
It is a common misperception that bad things don’t happen to good people. A subtle 
variation of this belief is that, if we are following Christ and living healthy, biblical lives, we 
won’t encounter hard problems. This is perhaps one of the main reasons why some people 
won’t pursue counseling. To go at all is a confession that there is a problem. It is argued 
that life should go relatively well for the faithful, obedient Christian. This erroneous belief is 
also one of the major blocks to effective ministry. (It is also a convenient way for controlling 
people to not give up some degree of their ability to continue to control things to a 
counselor.) 
 

     It is uncomfortable - even frightening - to grapple  
      with the truth that Christianity is a struggle and,  
                               at times, difficult. 
 
Many Christians don’t want to admit that life may be unfair, tough, and cruel - even to 
obedient Christians and our families. We don’t want to consider that bad things happen 
to good Christians and other good people. It is uncomfortable - even frightening - to 
grapple with the truth that Christianity is a struggle and, at times, difficult.  
 
Things like separation and divorce or children using drugs frighten us. If they, indeed, 
happen to other Christians then they could happen to us! It is disturbing enough that it 
happens but the thought that it could happen to us carries our personal angst to another 
level. Every follower of Christ should expect persecutions and hardships along the way. If 
the Lord endured such persecutions certainly we will encounter them. It could also be 
argued that if we are not being persecuted or suffering in some way for following Christ then 
we may not be doing a very good job of it!! 
 
Remember the word I said to you; “a slave is not greater than his master.” If they persecuted 
Me, they will also persecute you; if they kept My word, they will keep yours also. (John 16:20 
NAS)  
 

               The Crime of Neglect 
 
The Sunday school class was completely out of control due to the uncooperative  
antics of a guest. “Young man, this kind of behavior is completely unacceptable. You will 
have to leave.” The young man departed and never came back. I’m told his name was John 
Dillinger. An opportunity for Barnabas Ministry was lost. 
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Today’s kids are more abused, hurt, stressed and neglected on a massive scale than at any 
other time in American history. What adult would really want to be a kid in today’s world? 
There is only one thing between many of today’s kids and lives of addiction, violence, crime, 
and continued maltreatment of others. That one thing is Jesus Christ reaching out to them 
through the church. We are to function as His arms. We are to actively implement Barnabas 
Ministry to them in order to prevent such destructive paths and to turn wounded kids back to 
the right path.   
 

                    Train Up A Child 
 
Matt, Joey, Buddy, and Brad were Middle School kids who shared some common inner 
needs that each tried to fulfill in different ways. All had parents who were not available to 
them. Deep down inside, each had always desired a feeling of belonging, being valued and 
loved, and being special and important to his parents. At this point in their lives each had 
calculated, with some fear and resentment, that those legitimate longings would not be met.  
 
Matt was neglected by his family. He found relief from his deep, inner pain by doing 
cocaine. It was presented to him as the very thing he needed to stop the great hurt he 
constantly battled. Though obviously not a good plan, it seemed to work for a little while.  
 
Joey was not only neglected but physically abused by his father. This behavior didn’t 
happen often but often enough. There was a battle raging inside: he wanted his father’s 
affection but he was afraid of that same thing. So he settled for a father who remained 
peripheral, allowing Joey to feel somewhat safe, while hoping that somehow something 
different - something better would happen. He wished for things to be better but he wasn’t 
sure how they could become that way or what “better” should be. He remained frustrated, 
dissatisfied, needy, and increasingly angry. 
  
As with every other child, if there is no way to gain positive attention and involvement then 
the child seeks pain avoidance or negative attention rather than abandonment. Of course 
this is not a planned, calculated endeavor so much as a graduated slide into trouble. Joey 
began acting out in negative, asocial ways fueled by an underlying anger, fear, and search 
for real love. 
  
Although Buddy was not actively abused he was neglected by both parents. They both 
worked very long and hard hours that drained them of availability to Buddy. They had 
nothing to give at the end of their long work days and work weeks and work months and 
work years. Buddy didn’t develop the depth of anger that Joey did, but he still hungered to 
be loved, accepted, and a part of a loving, available family. He also felt unlovable, resentful, 
and rejected. 
 
It was not a conscious act that precipitated premature sexual relations with several young 
women one of whom carried the HIV virus. It was a way of reaching out when there seemed 
to be no other options available. Buddy had settled for a deadly, but seductive counterfeit of 
the real thing. 
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 Brad also experienced abuse and neglect primarily from his father. Many of the same kinds 
of feelings and responses were congregating inside of him when something different 
happened. A youth worker reached out to Brad in the spirit of Barnabas Ministry. It was a 
rugged, tumultuous ride at first, but that youth worker hung on to Brad and rode out the 
bucking on a saddle of unconditional, biblical love and acceptance. Brad had never 
experienced anything like that. Here was a person who, reflecting Christ’s love, showed 
care and acceptance despite warts, zits, wounds, and all. A change based upon hope 
slowly began to occur within Brad. He began to experience the grace of God in a practical 
way that allowed him to further seek Christ, His will, and His healing. 
  

A Different World 
 
I have spoken with a number of youth workers over the years and they all agree that today’s 
kids are growing up in a very different world. It’s not just unusual with obvious changes such 
as new styles, modern technology, or the latest techno gadget. Kids are growing up 
psychologically wounded, confused, deprived, pressured, abused, neglected, and 
overwhelmed. 
 
Today’s youth are living in a world that has largely aborted biblical values, forfeited parental 
and relational responsibilities, and struggled to survive in a numbed, confused, meaningless 
vacuum of relativism and counterfeit lifestyles based upon spurious world views. Add to that 
the real threats of terrorism or more school shootings and the stress levels soar. Add to that 
a distorted sense of entitlement learned in large part from parents who give things rather 
than themselves (perhaps as a way of covering guilt) and a society that reinforces this 
concept. Many lives of depression, discontent, and defeat aren’t noticed as relational non-
persons act like things are supposed to be the way they are (right?!) and wonder “are we 
having a good time yet?” If not, “let’s try something else. Maybe that next thing will be what 
we’re looking for.” Many others simply go through the motions hoping their world will be 
better. 
 
One youth pastor described it this way: “I see such a drastic change with today’s youth. 
They’ve got so many things going on. The amount of inner, personal hurt that they carry 
around is greater than I’ve ever seen - and at younger ages. I’ve got to get through that hurt 
in order to reach them effectively. Their personal levels of hurt are often so great that even 
their walk with the Lord functionally takes a back seat to their immediate felt pain. I guess 
it’s hard to move forward when you’ve been TKO’d by the power punch of all that emotional 
pain.”  
 
And the quiet Observer, Who looks upon the heart, is still watching. He understands the 
wounded person’s pain and suffering. He weeps for their sorrow, misunderstanding, and 
maltreatment. He is one of them. He waits with arms opened wide.  
 

 Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #10 
 
It is a gross mistake to minimize, overlook or neglect youth as a legitimate and primary 
focus of Barnabas Ministry.  
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A good place for effective Barnabas Ministry to occur begins with our youth. We are capable 
of missing wounded youth right under our noses -particularly when we tell ourselves that 
everything must be okay because we are okay - and more particularly when we refuse to 
see problems or potential problems in our own families. Or we mistakenly settle (or sell out) 
for letting them have things to replace relationships that aren’t available. If we are not open 
to wounding experiences to ourselves or to our children - only to other people and other 
peoples’ children - then we can’t expect God to bless us or our efforts. We can expect Him 
to use another person or other means to reach out to that wounded person or family. 
 
And we must not take the easy road wherein we assume others will do the job for us. (This 
very mindset is the recruitment tool and attraction used by gangs and/or drugs cultures. 
They will be glad to do the job for us.)  Teachers, coaches and youth ministers have their 
limits. There are also legitimate ministry efforts that are ineffective but go forward without 
adequate involvement, evaluation, understanding and accountability from the parent(s). The 
idea that something – any ministry - is better than nothing is not always true. Sometimes it 
can cause real harm but nobody notices the damages done except the person(s) harmed. 
We must be involved to varying and wise degrees at the relational level – especially as 
parents of youth – but not just parents of youth. We must hold youth oriented activities and 
programs to the same high standards of other ministries. There are no “Minnie – me’s” in 
youth work.    

  Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #11 
 
It is a mistake to believe that Barnabas ministers are without their own problems and unique 
wounds, blind spots, family struggles, and shortcomings. Part two of Barnabas Ministry 
training focuses heavily on specifics of this area. Our present training also needs to be 
generally aware of this important point. 
 
We must be continually and actively working on our own spiritual growth including 
psychological, relational and developmental issues. 
  
Self-care for Christians is a vital concept and practice that is often forfeited due to the 
confused notion of selfishness. It is okay to take care of ourselves in a balanced way, 
without that appropriate self-care being branded “selfishness.” We eat don’t we? When it is 
cold we put on warm clothing don’t we? In the same way we need to be taking care of 
ourselves spiritually, psychologically, and relationally. The following suggestions may be 
considered to be basic self-maintenance for Christians, and a part of appropriate, ongoing 
self-care. 
  
(a) Be open to and actively pursue spiritual, emotional, psychological, and intellectual 
growth. Be sure that such a perspective is shown - lived out - and not just verbalized or 
acknowledged as important. Emphasize ways to promote such a mentality. 
  
(b) Encourage ways to take personal responsibility for learning and growing versus letting 
others do this, in a variety of ways, for you. No one can grow you or mature you. You must 
seek to do this with Christ’s help alone. Others can guide you along the way, but you are 
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responsible for getting there. When you see Christ face-to-face, you won’t be able to blame 
others for the choices of your life. 
  
(c) Develop accountability in all parts of your Christian life. God has given us His Word, His 
Spirit, and His people to keep us in line with His will. 
  
(d) Develop and maintain spiritual and psychological discipline. Beware of spiritual and 
psychological laziness, apathy, or lack of discipline. Be careful not to live out your life in 
your own comfort zone. It goes without saying to: Always stand solidly upon the Word and 
be grounded in it. Maintain a prayer life. Bathe yourself in God’s Word. Cultivate fellowship 
and spiritual intimacy with other believers. Recognize our natural ability to seek physical, 
emotional, psychological, and spiritual safety, but don’t let these tendencies prevent us from 
actively following Christ completely by obedience and faith. Being a spiritual couch potato 
isn’t very dangerous unless, of course, you fall off the couch. Getting involved in ministry 
involves risk and requires action. 
 
 (e) Develop a dialog-participative relationship with church leaders. Be willing, supportive, 
and involved. Dare to lovingly challenge and confront those with whom you feel Scripture or 
Christian ethic, morality, or conduct disagrees. Be willing to hold persons and programs to 
high standards. Be willing to submit to God’s authority. Develop reciprocal love, caring, and 
support in your local body that reaches out to others beyond itself. Make your body of 
believers a team and a network that reaches out for Christ to the members of that body and 
the wounded who He brings to you. 
  
(f) Be real. Be genuine. Watch out for spiritual, psychological, or intellectual phoniness. 
Allow yourself to be appropriately transparent. Don’t be fooled by others’ phoniness.  
 

  Mistakes in Ministering: Principle #12 
 
We must protect our pastor, pastoral staff, and their families.  
 
Successful pastors of the 21st century are going to have to be much different than the 
pastors of the 20th century. In the past decades they could get by without understanding 
wounded people - in the next decades they cannot. Their ministry will fail and they will likely 
burn out and/or give up. It’s already occurring. They must become aware, not only of their 
personal strengths and traditional means of ministry, but, additionally, of all their blind spots 
plus the spiritual, psychological, and relational warfare all around them. They must learn 
how to speak a new language just as if they were missionaries entering another country 
wherein its residents could not understand his message. But the mission field is right here in 
America - and the harvest is richly full of natives who are wounded.  
 
I am convinced that God is in the process of raising up pastors who are wounded to minister 
to the wounded American culture of the 21st century. The pastor who is out of touch with his 
inner wounds, or who is not dealing with them, simply will not be fully blessed in his 21st 
century attempts at ministry. Such things as naivete, ignorance, wishful thinking, pride, 
rigidity, secret sins, and denial will become crippling wounds unto themselves. 
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        We must therefore protect and preserve our pastors.  
 
Though pastors are to be Barnabas ministers too, let’s not forget that their primary 
responsibility is to be equippers. In effect, this means they are to be disciplers and 
Barnabas ministers to Barnabas ministers. Remember that pastors are people, too, who 
carry around their own wounds. These wounds can range from burnout to bummed out; 
from dysfunctional backgrounds to sinful playgrounds; from depression to oppression. 
  
Several years ago, our office conducted an informal pastors survey for the greater Columbia 
area. We asked pastors what was the “hardest thing about being a pastor?” The number 
one answer was expectations of parishioners (51%). The number two response was time 
demands (42%). For the pastor’s wife the two hardest things about being a pastor’s wife 
were (#1) inadequate time with spouse and family (50%), and (#2) expectations of 
parishioners (40%).  
 
These findings support the notion that we tend to expect too much from our pastors and 
give too little back in terms of co-laboring, protecting, cherishing, and encouraging. That 
same survey asked pastors “what three things could members do that would make your role 
more fulfilling and less stressful?” The top responses were (#1) help with church leadership 
(38%); (2) volunteer work/ serving the church (36%); and (#3) visitation (23%). Notice that 
all of these responses constitute a cry for co-laboring. 
  
We also asked “have you ever seriously considered leaving the ministry due to the 
pressures of the ministry?” A surprising 31% responded in the positive! “Have you ever 
gone through a period of great exhaustion, burnout or self-doubt since being in the 
ministry?” A staggering 80% responded that they had indeed! I’ll bet that the numbers may 
not be exactly the same for every city but that these responses are representative of needs 
of disappointed pastors everywhere. We need to continually be carefully attentive and 
obedient to Scripture. Even though this course is largely based upon Galatians 6, it’s easy 
to skip over passages like verse six.  
 
Years later these same results were shown to be a pattern as W. Mark Elliott (“Confessions 
of an Insignificant Pastor – What Pastors Wish They Could Tell You”) cites the following 
information: Eighty percent of new pastors will leave the ministry within their first five years 
of their careers. Fifteen hundred pastors leave the ministry each month. Eighty percent of 
ministers feel unqualified and discouraged in their roles as pastors. Eighty percent of 
pastors’ spouses wish they would choose another profession and feel their ministry spouse 
is overlooked. Seventy percent of pastors constantly battle with depression. Fifty percent of 
ministers would leave the ministry if they had another way of earning an income. 
 
Let him who is taught the word share in all good things with him who teaches. (NKJ)  
 
The verb “share” (KOINONEO) is more completely translated “communicated sharing” 
which focuses the idea upon encouragement evidenced by giving; letting the equippers 
know that God is working through them and in the hearts of the recipients of the truths of 
the ministry of the Word. “Communicate” also portrays the idea of being with equippers in 
the idea of fellowship and participation in ministry and in the Lord (KOINONIA, is the noun 
form). The idea is that, beyond sharing in material ways, the Barnabas minister 
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communicates recognition and encouragement of mutual acknowledgment and involvement 
in God’s work being accomplished. It is another, more specific, application of the principle of 
bearing one another’s burdens.  
 
A parallel passage to our Galatians 6 focus is located in 1 Thessalonians 5:12-14 which 
stresses the notion of a relational ministry, in general, and of ministering to the equipper, in 
particular.  
 
And we urge you, brethren, to recognize those who labor among you, and are over 
you in the Lord and admonish you, and esteem them very highly in love for their 
work’s sake. Be at peace among yourselves. Now we exhort you, brethren, warn 
those who are unruly, comfort the fainthearted, uphold the weak, be patient with all. 
(NKJ)  
 
The Amplified version highlights this idea of valuing and appreciating the pastorʼs work in 
the Lord. 
  
And hold them in very high and most affectionate esteem in intelligent and 
sympathetic appreciation of their work. Be at peace among yourselves. (vs. 13)  
 
The role and importance of pastors cannot be overstated. We must support and encourage 
them in the true spirit of Christian love, obedience, and Barnabas Ministry. 
  
One of my pastor friends confided to me that the hardest part of being a pastor was the 
loneliness he felt. Though the shepherd should never be placed in the position to betray a 
confidence or be pressured to speak of frustrations with other church members, we can, 
nonetheless, let him know that we share in the work, the feelings, the ministry, and the 
victory. We don’t need to know the particulars in order to validate his efforts at equipping 
and ministering, or to bear with him in his times of discouragement or disappointment. 
Hopefully, and prayerfully, the wise shepherd can appreciate the difference.  
 

 Effective Barnabas Ministry to Pastors 
 
It’s a terrible thought but true nonetheless: there are churches which can be extremely cruel 
to their pastor(s) in a variety of ways (hopefully without realizing it). Let me list a few so the 
Barnabas team can be on constant guard against them: 
 
(1) Not thinking sufficiently about taking care of the pastor(s) – It is easy to just sit back and 
not get involved with a number of life issues. This kind of laziness applies to the care of the 
pastor(s) as well. It is easy to assume there are no problems. After all, this is a church with 
good people. That could never happen, right? The church leaders will protect the pastor, 
right? Maybe so – but what if a leader(s) is the problem? Pray that all is well but never 
assume so without involved verification. 
 
(2) Just as there are dysfunctional families there are churches whose members – and 
leaders - contain varying degrees of dysfunction. Part Two of our training goes into more 
detail but trust me to say that pastors and their families are sitting psychological ducks for 
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unfinished business and psychological carry-overs from members of dysfunctional families. 
Psychological issues and dynamics can repeat themselves and create problems and 
distortions for some people that, in actuality, have nothing to do with the people or situation 
at hand. In other words a person can feel there are problems with the pastor(s) or his family 
that are not really there. 
 
One good way to spot dysfunctional reaction to the pastor is by the emotional energy 
displayed about the issue deemed important to the complainant against the pastor.  There 
is a way to handle all church events and there is a reflected lifestyle that a Christian leader 
should evidence. (see also Matthew 18 and Galatians 5). Shakespeare had a line for this: 
“Methinks he doth protest too much.” It could conceivably be a zeal for righteousness but it 
may more than likely be dysfunction associated with the protestor. Be sure one is not 
mistaken for the other.  
 
Leadership needs to protect the pastor from all bogus complaints rightly dividing truth but 
considering the parameter of dysfunctional dynamics. At those rare times where a church 
has a severe problem with its pastor it is wise to bring in outside mediators and wiser yet for 
those intermediaries to possess advanced training in mental health. These professionals 
don’t get to make the decisions for the church but need to be heard before major decisions 
are enacted. In cases wherein the mentality is along the lines of “we don’t need outside help 
or anyone meddling into our business” then recognize somebody’s dysfunction has taken 
over and a railroading is readying to occur. Such an action never edifies the church and 
won’t be blessed by God. 
 
(3) A pastor should be protected from power struggles and personality clashes – especially 
within church leadership. Legitimate differences in church style, direction and worship can 
exist in any church. The danger comes from one or more parties turning their leadership 
into a personal crusade or vendetta. One might argue that people in those kinds of positions 
are above that kind of thing. No they are not!! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Most pastors will not share problems or frustrations with church members 
so think about getting outside assessment. I encourage churches to involve experts (e.g., 
Barnabas Leadership Level Four Team) in leadership to evaluate and consult with all 
leaders about how they lead; how they get along; and potential problems – before problems 
arise. Think in terms of preventive maintenance for the engine that drives the vehicle of the 
Body.  
 
(4) ALL Leadership needs to be accountable to its people. It is too easy to sit back and let 
others run the show. Members must be lifting their leaders in prayer, treating them with 
respect and obedience AND insuring all parties maintain their unity and ability to work 
together constructively. 
 
(5) Let pastors and their families be human. Love and respect them without putting them on 
a pedestal. Don’t hold them to higher standards than everyone else. Don’t be surprised or 
disappointed if, in the course of normal human events, they slip up or drop the ball in some 
way. Don’t leave the church because of gravy stains on the pastor’s tie. 
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Pastors are people too, and thereby eligible for legitimate Barnabas Ministry. They come 
with warts, wounds, zits and all – like the rest of us. Too often we sit back and expect them 
to do all the Barnabas Ministry including ministry to us. What Scripture teaches concerning 
these roles and operatives may not accurately be reflected in every church. So let’s 
consider them clearly.  
 
Recall that Ephesians 4 taught us that the pastor’s primary role in the church is to equip 
saints to do the work of the ministry. The foremost task is simply to point people to Jesus. 
Pastors are not, however, the people we pay to do the ministry that we should be doing. We 
are called to a life of holiness and of witness. No one can do that for any of us. Certainly the 
pastor may preach, teach, administrate, encourage, etc. but the focus of all that is for the 
equipping of the saints and for the support of that equipping focus. Generally speaking, the 
pastor’s job is to make heathens into disciples and disciples into disciplers by focusing them 
upon Jesus and His Word and His will. Of course there may be various supportive roles, 
functions, and responsibilities in the church but they should all be targeted at promoting this 
primary purpose. 
 
We must therefore protect and preserve our pastors: against spiritual forces; against the 
world; against bellyaching members; against wounded individuals; and against themselves. 
As we can see from the above feedback from pastors, two other areas important to look at 
are expectations and time. It is not surprising that both of these areas share in lack of 
structure and clarity. Wounded pastors and wounded churches will automatically run into 
stress in these areas because problems with boundaries are part and parcel of a wounded 
or dysfunctional background. Though it may not be recognized as such, it will, nonetheless, 
be felt - especially by the pastor. 
 
A large part of the solution for the stresses associated with both expectations and time is to 
provide clear boundaries. In practical terms, this means to be clear and specific with 
continual feedback. The goals of ministry for the church and the role of the pastor should be 
explicitly stated. I must be very clear that the purpose is for clarity, unity and shared 
direction.  It must never become legalistic. The goals of the pastor must be consistent with 
the stated goals of the church. Obviously, the discerning and prayerful match of pastor and 
church is crucial. The wise church tries to harness its pastor’s vision, leadership, and 
energies allowing movement of the church in the direction that God has revealed. The 
pastor’s role should be spelled out succinctly and explained to the church. The pastor is not 
expected to do everything. The pastor’s role is now focused. If the church’s goal is to 
accomplish X+Y+Z, and the pastor can only help with X, then Y+Z need to be delegated to 
others and/or need to be addressed by increase of church staff and/ or need to be 
addressed in phases and/or a combination of these. Rather than shooting at ministry with a 
shot gun and hoping it’s coming near a moving target, the pastor is now hitting a nailed-
down bull’s-eye with laser accuracy. The pastor can lead us into strategic battle but that 
pastor doesn’t have to fight everyone else’s bouts nor combat expectations beyond defined 
capacities. And the stress of the rest is blessedly off the pastor’s chest.  
 
Let the elders who rule well be considered worthy of double honor, especially those who work 
hard at preaching and teaching. (2 Timothy 5:17) 
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Our Challenge 

 
Wounded persons, or individuals in wounding circumstances, are trying their very best just 
to make it day by day; to survive - emotionally, psychologically, and spiritually. Churches 
and ministries of the 21st century will rise or fall based upon the well-balanced, obedient, 
disciplined, honest, open-minded, self-evaluative, and faithful abilities of its people to reach 
out to a hurting world with the message of the gospel in a way that will be received by its 
increasingly wounded, sin-stained, blinded, and deafened residents. God will equip us for 
the work ahead, but His standard operating gear doesn’t include blinders. 
 
There is an additional bonus - a special blessing - involved for those of us who seek to learn 
active ministry and ways to avoid shooting our wounded. No, I’m not going to send a rebate 
or a prayer cloth. The book of Ephesians clarifies this blessing:  
 
And he gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and some as evangelists, and 
some as pastors and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of service, 
to the building up of the body of Christ; until we all attain to the unity of the faith, and 
of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a mature man, to the measure of the stature 
which belongs to the fullness of Christ. (Ephesians 4:11-13 NAS)  
 
Notice, first, that it is the pastor’s job to equip the saints for the purpose of ministry. We are 
all, therefore, to work actively at becoming ministers. Ministry is not just one person’s job 
but the mission and responsibility of every follower of Christ. Notice, secondly, one of the 
great promises and secret operatives of Scripture.  
 
As we seek to minister in the name of Christ, we are, in turn, being built up into the body of 
Christ and growing in faith and knowledge of Him. To God be the glory. 
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Chapter Six  
 

Further Questions For Discussion 
 
(1) Have you ever been with someone who seemed to be functioning in an otherwise 
normal, routine fashion only to find out later about a serious situation that had been 
occurring to them at that same time? How did you feel when you discovered their situation? 
Why do you think that person didn’t share that situation with you (or at least ask for prayer 
about a private matter)?  
 
(2) Have you ever had a heavy concern or matter of the heart that you just didn’t want to 
talk about? If disclosing the event didn’t pose any problem or threat to you would you have 
wanted to have someone share it with you in a supportive, non-judgmental way? What 
might that have felt like at the time?  
 
(3) If you answered negatively to question #2 and you would have preferred to be left alone, 
can you explain how that would have helped? Can you explain your needs at the time and 
how they could be best respected? Can you explain how to approach someone like you at 
such a time to a Barnabas minister who wants to remind you of the personal love, care, 
concern, and involvement of Christ through His Body? How should someone follow-up in 
such situations? 
 
(4) What precautions do you take to protect and maintain your spiritual growth?  
 
(5) What precautions do you take personally to protect and encourage singles in your 
church? What precautions does your church take? What kinds of problems seem more 
unique to singles and to ministering to singles? And what can you do about them?  
 
(6) What precautions do you take to protect and encourage church youth? What 
precautions does your church take to protect and encourage church youth? How will 
Barnabas Ministry reach youth in your church?  
 
(7) Do pastors and church leaders need Barnabas Ministry? How will Barnabas Ministry 
reach your pastor(s)? What precautions do you take to protect and encourage your 
pastor(s) and family? What precautions does your church take to protect and encourage 
your pastor(s) and family?  
 
(8) Review and discuss principles 6-12. How do they apply in your church situation?  
 
(9) Do bad things happen to good people? Does persecution or suffering happen to the 
people of God who are obediently following Him? How could such a thing happen or be a 
part of His plan?  
 
(10) (a) 2 Timothy 3:12 tells us “All indeed, all who desire to live godly in Christ Jesus will be 
persecuted.” (NAS) Similar cautions concerning persecution are cited in such passages as 
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Matthew 5:10, 11; 10:22; Acts 5:41; 9:16; Romans 8:17; Hebrews 11:25; 1 Peter 2:20. Yet 
many people, even Christians, seem upset, alarmed, or even angry that we face 
persecution in this life. Why do you think this is so? Is God punishing us? Is God in control? 
How do you explain persecution to someone in the very midst of persecution? How do you 
explain it to yourself? (b) How do the following passages further address this teaching? How 
may persecution be a good thing? (Romans 8;28; Philip. 3:10; 1 Peter 2:19, 4:12, 13, 16; 
5:10.) 

 

 

 

 

                                                                           


